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PREFACE

In November of 1970 the staff of the Educational Policy Research. Center

of the Syracuse University Research Corporation began:to speculate on the
4

,

effects of developtents in two areas, one in education and law and one in
educational practice,- The first was the implications of the Marjory Webster
where federal anti-trust law was applied to educational institutional.

case:

arrangements.

The second was the emerging rhetoric of accountability in

popular and scholarly journals.

We felt that this rhetoric would result

in a broad and intense discussion of product vs

process in education.

Our speculation on these events lead us to, forecast a case of fraud

emerging inthe educational arena., Based on this forecast we surveyed 200
individuals in the fields of_law, school administration, government and

universities One of the fundamental conclusions by 80% of the respondents was
that a case of.

fraud wouldcemerge and succeed within five. years.'

In November of 1972 we)were notified that acomplaint would be filed by
Susanhe Martinez of the Youth Law Center against the San Francisco Unified
School District, et. al.

In this complaint MS. Martinez acting for the

plaintiff, Peter W. Doe, detailed nine specific causes of action.

(See

Appendix B)

We at- the Center felt a responsibility to our constituents at the local,

state and federal levels to brief them about the suit.

Discussions with Steve

Browning of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under-Law and Sam Halperin
of the Educational Staff Seminar of the George Washington University, led to
an agreement to co= sponsor a conference early in March of 1973.
1

Stuart A. Sandow, Emerging Educational Policy Issues in Law, Volume I:
Fraud.
Available from the Educational Policy Research Center, 1206 Harrison Street,
Syracuse, New York.'

The Conference was held at the Mayflower Hotel in Washington.

Partici-

.

pants were lawyers, educatots,state and-federal government representativos
These _participants were invited not only as

and school administrators.

experts in their respective fields, but also as representatives of-the varied
positions that will be taken.on the suit in the legal and education communities.

.EPRC selected and invited the speakers who included:

Susanne Martinez,

attorney for the plaintiff; Frederick McDonald, Director of the Educational.
Testing Service project to design an accountability system for New York.
City; Tom Green, a prominent educational philosopher; Haskell Freedman,

a

probate judge. and former counsel to the Massachusetts Teachers Associacion
and member of the Board of Directors of the National Organization for Legal
Problems in Education; and Harry Hogan, former counsel to the House Special
Subcommittee op-Education and now Director of Government Relations at
Catholic University.

EPRC arranged for the transcriptions of the proceedings and the editing
of this report into a useful.case book for all interested people.

TheEduea-

tional Staff Seminar agreed to absorb all expenses incurred bY'r the speakers

'and to provide the conference facilities and catering.

The Lawyers Committee

for Civil Rights Under Law held a pre-conference session with the speakers
and interested lawyers to critique and aid in the development of a successful complaint.

(This session is referred Co as the night sessions

throughout the transcript.)

.

The general concensus of the attendees was that much was gained by the
discussion of an issue that will not be dealt with in research reports and
other documents, but will be decided in the courts.

There was also general

agreement on the importance of the conference for the complaint and its subsequent revision.

For your information, confe'rence documents have been appended to this
docUment.

They include:

a list of the partiCipants, a summary of the complaint

and a folder describing the Fraud study.

We at EPRC would like to thank everyone who helped,insure the success of
this conference and a special thanks to Steve Browning and Sam Halperin for
their valuable time and excellent advise.

We solicit any and all comments about this transcript.

We would also

appreciate hearing from the reader about what actions are pending in other
states in relation to this issue and would welcome any suggestions for further
conferences on other issues you feel may surface in the courts of interest to
the educational community in the U.S.

Stuart A. Sandow
March 1973
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PROCEEDINGS

MR. HALPERIN:

We will try to-

We are late in getting- started...

make up. time by doing without diffuse and unnecessary

ntroduc t

I am Samuel Halperin of the Educational Staff Seminar.

We are

very pleased to be one of the three co-sponsors of today's meeting.
The Educational Staff Seminar -is an.in-servica professional staff

development program for men and women who work full-time in the field
of education in the federal government.

Recently, we have been ex-

ploring ways to work with officials in the states as well.

What we try to do in the program is to introduce federal officials to issues that they- are going to have to grapple with, to pro-

grams, to processes of education in the field.

The idea man behind

today's program, Stuart Sandow, came to us with the notion of this
conference on fraud, on the accountability in the schools, and we
were delighted to join in co-sponsoring this program.
r-

Jonathan Brown, the assistant director of the program, is here.'
I will be here.

If there's anything we can do to make your stay in

Washington more effective and advantageous, please let us know.

I would like only to. ask Steve Browning to stand up and show himself.

Steve Browning, as you know, is the head of Lawyers Committee

for Civil Rights Under Law.

Steve is also one of the co-sponsors of

today's program.

The ideas and the real initiative, as I said earlier, and practically all of the work done for this conference was done by Stuart
Sandow

of the Educational Policy Research Center at Syracuse, and

I'd like tO turn it over to him now.

MR. SANDOW:

Good morning.

Thank you for coming.

The five

speakers are Susanne Martinez, Fred McDonald, Haskell Freedman, Tom
Green and Harry Hogan.

The Educational Policy Research Center's interest in this issue

is wiier than the case itself and we tried to put on the platform
today people who were concerned with various apsects of the greater
issue at hand.

One of the issues is that of a system of education with problems
emerging only as a result of its extraordinary success in striving
to serve everyone with quantitatively described goals.

The second issue is that of non-linear cost increases and the
technical difficulties of trying to serve 100% of all children.

We

are now at the point where the majority are being served.

The third issue is that of the changing metaphors that are adopted, and come to affect the educational leadership in the United
States.

The fourth is the issue of responsibility, and that the schools

are shifting in their attitudes toward responsibility, from a responsibility for equal access to a responsibility for results.

The last is the idea of an issue of a mature system, no longer
a growth system, demanding wholly different management talents and
management strengths and management attitudes for the educational
system.

Procedurally, each speaker will make their addresses, which are
not formal speeches or we would just distribute them and get on with
the discussion.

We will then take questions.

The proceedings are being transcribed and you will have an
edited transcription within three weeks, so you needn't worry about
taking notes and we would much rather you participate.
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PRESENTATION BY SUSANNE MARTINEZ, ATTORNKY FOR
VIE PLAINTIFF:

"HISTORY OF THE AM ON -

PRESENTATION OF REVISED COMPLAINT"

MS. MARTINEZ:

I'd like to apologize first.

i

,mtfer from pot:.

a cold and a jet lag, so I hope you can understand what I'm sayinc,
today.

I'd like to first talk in some general terms about the legal

aspects and implications of the case, and then

like to talk more

specifically about what this particular case is doing and what it
says.

The concrpt of using the courts, the judicial system, to affect

"public education is something which has been growing the last few
decades and I know all of you are very much aware of the kind of

judicial decisions whicA have come down; for example, integration
decisions, the more recent school financing decisions, the access to
education cases involving exceptional children, mentally retarded
children, and other children with special needs who have been excluded from the educational system.

There's no question that these kinds of actions have had a tremendous impact upon the educational systems.

What I think is differ-

ent about the kind of case that we are talking about today and these
types of civil rights actions is that this kind of a case offers a
unique opportunity to focus in on, not merely the outside kind of

elements which make up the educational system, but the very process
of education itself.

It is not a First Amendment case.
tion case.

It is not an access to educa-

It is not a civil rights action.

It is an action which

looks to the product of education and says that the system has somehow failed and that the system should be held accountable for it.

In some ways, the case has been described as a landmark case.
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a revolutionary case; and in some ways, it is.

Another perspective

of looking at it is that it is really somewhat of a traditional legal
.

model that's being applied to the educational system; and what

I

mean is that most of the educational reform cases:mhich. !have come

about in the last few years have been, for the most part, based upon
broad constitutional envisions.

The suggestion of equal protection

violations, due process violations, and these: concepts,:althoughthey
have .had some specificity in the kind of decisions, that have been

made, still remain somewhat of a broad changing.kind of7principIes_

The kind of case that we are.involved in todayl-rather:thanbeing a\constitutional thrust of the. _action, although there Is a

constitutional theme in it, most of thelegal arguments rely on
what are very traditional, very conventional legal theories of neg,ligence, tort liability.

So in that sense, the case is not as rev -'

olutionary as the idea of applyingi::_the constitutional provisions to

the system of education.

In the same sense, the idea of applying negligence principles
to the educational process 1811.0t new, either.

The-past_ century has

seen a broadening of the concept of filing suttsagainst the state
and holding the state liable for its tortus-conduct.

In the federal system, in 1947, :the federal tort case claim law

was adopted, which for the first time subjected the federal government to liability.. In California, a similar statute was adopted in
1963.

However, 40 years earlier, the California Legislature had

adopted a provision in the California Education Code which held the
school districts would be liable for negligence and they made the
school district one of the few institutions at that time which a
citizen could file an action for damages against.

Many people viewed that kind of negligence simply in the area
of school truancy of students and saw it as a very common law type
of negligence.

In fact, the earlier cases involved; in some instan-

ces, actual intrusion into the area of teaching.
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For-examplein 1933, a case was brOught contending that a
'teacher should be held liable for damages for having failed, to make

certain education decisions as to the instructon, decisions as to
the ability of.a student who was participating in a physical education.

Of course, I think in that case, the damages were for injuries

to the student who was required to perform a task.which was above
her alilities.

In this case, we are talking about a different kind of damage.

We are talking about damage which you can't_see.. There's no broken
arm.

There's no property damage.

It's certainly a much less visible

kind ofa damage, but still a tangible damage.

-There are a few more thoughts I'd like to suggest as far as the
concept of _using a tort liability against a school district.

While

thia.case is undoubtedly the first which seeks liability for failure
in educational process, the history and direction of tort liability
in this country is towards an expansion.

We've seen it go in the

last 50 years from a policy of sovereign immunity, no liability of
the state, to liability on Certain terms, and expanded statutes and
decisions of law affecting liability of state institutions.

OWithin the area of tortsalone, you can see an expansion from
the kinds of harm which 20 years ago were not considered damage.

For

example, the tort of invasion of privacy is something we have seen
only in the last 10 or 15 years.

The concept of awarding damages

for damage such as mental distress is something which, again, we

have only seen developed in the last few years; and the trend has,_

in all instancesbeen towards an expansion of liability rather than
a protraction; and I think when you look at this case you have to
view it in terms of this kind of expansion and increased liability
of the state.

With those remarks, I'd like to focus in more specifically on
the complaint which was filed.
which were passed out to you.

I think you all have the materials

Its a brief summary and I expect

many of you have not hada chance to read it over, so I will attempt
to run doWn through some of. the basic operational facts of the case
and then some of the .qajor legal theories which are invo[ved.

The case involves a young man who is designated as Peter Doe.

He's an 18-year-oldwhite, middle-income young man, who graduated
from high school in San Francisco in 1972.

During the course of his

school years in California, between the ages of 6 and 16, he was
subject to compulsory attendance laws.

He attended an elementary

school, a junior high school and senior high school, all in the San
Francisco School District.

During the course Of time that he was enrolled in the San Francisco School District he was never held back a grade.

His grade point

average upon graduation was slightly above a C average.

He was

never what is commonly referred to as a discipline problem.

He had

no record of expulsion or suspension or particular difficulties in
that area at all.
record.

He's also a student who has a regular attendance

/

He passed, I think it's fair to say, from year to year through
the San Francisco school-system without any particular difficulties.
He was given_periodic state required tests.

Those test scores re-

flected achievement in reading, arithmetic and various other areas.
In all cases, these tests were placed in his records.'

They indicated

that his performance was, in almost every case, in the bottom quartile of the school, particularly _in his reading ability.

He graduated.

He was given a high school diploma.

After gra-

duation, he was privately tested by two reading specialists in San
Francisco who came to the independent conclusion that he had a fifthgrade reading ability.

Subsequent to graduation, he was placed under a private tutor,

a reading tutor, and he has made in the past seven or eight months
considerable improvement in his reading ability.
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We have not had

him retested at this time/but there's a suggestion that he's gained
ilrobably two grade levels-in the last seven or eight months under
:nis kind of instruction.

If you turn to your summaries, the complaint has basically nine
causes of action.

For those of you who are unfamiliar with legad

Lrminology, a cause of action is basically a legal theory upon which
a plaintiff seeks to recover.

The causes of action, -although there's

nine of.them, really break down basically into four major thrusts of
the case..

The first is a count of common law negligence.

In a very brief

sentence, this is based on the contention that the school district
had a duty which it owed to the plaintiff and that through various
acts and omissions by the employees and agents of the school di
-_rict that that duty was-breached and that reasonable care was not

exercised and that the plaintiff was damaged as a proximate cause of
those acts and omissions.

The second count is, again, a common law action based upon misrepresentation.

The complaint contends that the school district mis-

represented to the young man's parents his abilities and his educational progress and that, because of their failure to let his parents
know that he was unable to read, that he was reading at a fifthgrade level, the parents were unable to seek out whatever kind of
help they might have been able to bring to bear upon his problems.

The next few causes of action are categorized basically under
the general framework of statutory claims.

In California law, under

the tort liability claim, a state agency can be held liable for its
failure to carry out a statutory duty.

These causes of action cite

various statutes in the State of California which we contend establis,
a duty on the part of the school district to do various things,

They represent some of the common law negligence claims in the sense
that they say--and misrepresentation--that the statutes impose cer
tain.duties upon the school district to, give parents information
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toa,student's progress, to establish certain standards before
are giv71 diplomas and proficiency standards and basic:
7i,.7:1s, and to establish educational systems which will have the

trning out students with these skills.

The last cause of action is based.u0on a. constitutional claim
that the young man has a constitutional right= to education and that
by the:. acts and omissions of the -school district he was denied these
rights.

Quite briefly, that is a rundown of the various aspects.

I

think that it's very important to look at this case and consider the
facts involved in that you view it in terms of perhaps the first of
what would be undoubtedly a series of cases of this type brought
.1n different factual allegations, sometimes brought on different lege
:theories, sometimes brought for different kinds of relief; and, it

that sense, Peter Doe is simply a forerunner of an effort on the

part of parents and citizens to bringto focus through the judicial
system attention upon the fact that the schools- -the educational sys-

tems in this society have failed.in some way to provide the Peter
Does of this country with-the kind of education to which they are
entitled.

I, think that we all have to recognize that Peter Doe is certain1\
not an exceptional case.

He is one of thousands and probably hundreds

of thousands of children who are-in schools in this country who are
passed through the school systems from year to year and to whom the
state has never provided that kind of education which we would hope
that they would leave the systems w:th.

With those remarks, I would like to open it up to any kind of
questions that you or any of the panelists may have as to any specific
areas which you would like to hear me discUss further.

DISCUSSION

QUESTION:

diploma say?

I have two questions.

What specifically does the

What tests were used by the reading consultants to

determine the reading proficiency of Peter Doe?

MS. MARTINEZ:

I have not examined the diploma, but having sten

the San Francisco diplomas, I think I can simply say that he was
graduated in high school in San Francisco.

He was issued a high

school diploma.

QUESTION:

It doesn't say anything like he has satisfactorily

achieved the requirements for graduation?

MS. MARTINEZ:
the question.

It probably says that.

I'm afraid 1 can't answer

I think that you have to look_at the question and the

answer in terms of what a high school diploma generally means in our
society and you have to look at the kinds of considerations that
people give to the issuance of a high school diploma.

There are many occupational fields which are cut off from individuals who do not have a high school diploma.

There are other dis-

abilities that people who don't have a high school diploma suffer.
It raises an interesting question:

whether these kind of barriers

are legitimate if, in fact, high school diplomas are issued irrespective of achievement.

In the sense that if a high school diploma

doesn't mean some standard of accomplishment or ability, then, query,

whether they sould be used as barriers; and that brings the case into
some kind of broader societal implications.

With respect to your second question on the specific tests,
there were several tests given and I don't recall the specific
names of them at this time.

I believe the Gates Test was one, and

several other batteries of tests.

QUESTION:

I have two questions related to that.

When you
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have to show the plaintiff had improved otherwise, how would you be
able to show that the school system could have done this?

Then,

if

the plaintiff does improve, wouldn't that have some bearing on the
damages involved?

MS. MARTINEZ:

I think that the case is enhanced by the fact

that in this particular instance we have proof that he is educable
and he can be taught.

QUESTION:

But that's my question.

For anyone else, would they

actually have to show that the plaintiff had in fact improved after
leaving school?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Well, the importance of using that is it demon-

strates that he really was harmed.

Because you have a student, for

example a mentally retarded student, who leaves the school district
with fifth-grade reading ability, that certainly doesn't suggest
that someone harmed him because he couldn't reach the twelfth-grade
level.

0 We are certainly not contending there's any responsibility of
the school district to bring every student up to some standard of

proficiency, but where there is ability on the part of the student
and where there are acts of the school districts, negligent acts
which can be pointed to which would demonstrate the scLool district
has in fact done'something wrong, combined with the example of the
student being able to achieve would establish the test.

QUESTION:

Well, you really weren't responsive to the first one.

MS. MARTINEZ:

Your question is,

he can be educated, do we lose?

QUESTION:

I guess, if we don't show that

Is that basically your contention?

It's not a contention.

It's a question.

What's

the test of whether the school sysiem could have done better, I
guess is what I'm saying.
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MS. MARTINEZ:

I

think you can look at it in terms that you CAU

show it by various ways.

The easiest way, in my opinion,

it by the fact that someone else could succeed with him.

is to show
I don't

necessarily say that's an essential element, but in the kind of case
that we've brought, as opposed to some other legal posture, I think
it's essential.

QUESTION:

Won't the school district contend that under private

tutelage he was able to achieve, but the school district had not
sufficient resources to provide this one-to-one tutoring?

MS. MARTINEZ:

I can answer that in two ways.

First of all,

he may need the private tutoring at this point because of the fact
that he's now out of school and he has to make rapid improvement in
a short span of time and private tutoring on a one-to-one relationship
is probably the easiest way for him to do that without having to
spend another five or six years in a group situation.

0 In part, that reflects upon what resources the school district
did have available and did they make decisions whether to use those
resources -s far as this individual is concerned; and one of the
basic contentions that we have is that the school district in this
particular instance did not make those kind of discretionary decisions

as to what kind of resources they could have when he was in elementary
school.

The school district did have various remedial reading

courses which they could have offered him, but those kind of decisions

were not made because the school district did not inform itself or
utilize information that it had available in his records as to what
he needed.

QUESTION:

Did the test while he was in school show that he was

below his grade level?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Yes.

The California State has a number of tests

that they give at intervals and those kind of tests, including the
Gates Test and a variety of other California tests--those scores
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were recorded in his files for any teacher who was interested in
seeing them.

There was an indication of what level lie was reading

at.

QUESTION:

And he was below his grade level?

MS. MARTINEZ:

QUESTION:

Is the bottom quartile below the grade level?

MS. MARTINEZ:

QUESTION:

He showed he was in the bottom quartile.

Yes.

Yes, several grade levels below.

Could you broadly outline specific acts and omissions

he claimed were negligently_committed by the school board?

MS. MARTINEZ:

I can give you a couple of examples of the kinds

of actions that occurred to this young man, and by examples, I don't

mean to suggest they are limited to these few examples because we
are covering the course of 12 years in which he was in the school
district.

0 In the 11th grade, the young man's reading ability was below
the fifth-grade level.

He was given a textbook which his teacher in-

dicated to his parents was designed for students in junior college.

His mother asked, Why are you giving my son a textbook at the junior
college level when he obviously can't read at high school level?

The

teacher's response was, "Well, I like the material in the book and
I know he can't read it, but I like what's in the book."

Another example:

In the 10th grade, his mother was concerned

about his reading ability.

She went in to see his counselor.

In

he San Francisco school district, we don't necessarily have fulltime counselors.

sel part-time.

They are all teachers that teach classes and counThis man was a vocational education teacher who was

also cotc:iseling academic students.

His mother asked, "What's the

most rec-mt reading test which was given to my son?
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What's his

He said he didn't have that information.

reading level?'

He appar-

ently had not been present for the most recent, year-before test.

She said, "Will you please test him?

I'm very concerned about

I don't think he's understanding anything that

what he's doing.

he's receiving in his classes."
tested next week."

The counselor said, "We'll have him

The mother contacted the counselor

the next

week and she was told he had been given a reading test and that his
reading ability was average, that he was reading at about the ninthgrade level.

The mother questioned the young man as to what kind of test he
was given and he advised her that the counselor had called him into
the office and asked him to read a paragraph in a book and on the
basis of that paragraph he was told he was reading at average ability.
In fact, the counselor didn't have the competency to make that kind
of judgment; that he was, in fact, reading far below that; and the
school agent took upon himself the responsibility to perform that
kind of function.

QUESTION:

a moment ago.

I'm not sure I understood the answer to the question
It seems to me a key question.

That is, if the school

district could prove that its resources then in operation were not
sufficient--for example, if its remedial program was available only
to children in the bottom 10 percentile on reading scores, do you
think that the lack of resources would be a defense?

0 MS. MARTINEZ:

I think you first have to make the assumption

that decisions were made as to what to do with him, whether the resources were utilized.

Again, this particular action is limited to

these facts because I think there are other kinds of actions which

c3ald contend the school district should have allocated resources in
this matter.

In this particular case, we are contending that they

didn't make those decisions, that they had available resources and
they did not make a decision as to whether he should be in them or
not.
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QUESTION:

But if they can disprcve that allegation, then y,u

don't have a case.

MS. MARTINEZ:

Well, I wouldn't go that far.

I

think that onc

of the strong points is our allegation that they didn't make those
decisions and failed to exercise discretionary action as well as
improper types of discretion, but I don't think that answers the

second statement that I made, that if, in fact, they did make a decision and the decision was inappropriate and they did have availabIt,

resources which they could have properly allocated, then that would
also be a type of action which we would contend they should be held
liable for.

QUESTION:

You keep stopping short of the question.

If they

can prove that they made a decision --

--- MS. MARTINEZ:

No. I went farther than that`.

if they made a

decision and if it was an improper decision--improper in light of
the kind of facts that existed as to this young man and the kind of
decisions which professionals--the standards of educational professions
were such that the decision was unreasonable and they did not make
the proper decision, it's our contention that that would be liability.

QUESTION:

When do you think the case will be heard and what

do you think your odds are?

MS. MARTINEZ:

At this time, the complaint has not yet been

served on the defendants.

We anticipate that we will be amending

the complaint to more specifically specify some of the allegations
and that we will serve it probably within the next five or six weeks.

Under California law, the defendants then have an opportunity
to answer the complaint within 30 days.

They will probably file what

is called a demurrer in California, which challenges our right to
bring the action, and I expect that the case will go up on appeal
and the outcome of the case, given the time lag in California
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cases, could be two years or even more.

QUESTION:

What's been the spinoff effect of this in the legal

community in California, which I'm sure you probably know best since
it's your area of operation?

Are there other cases involved?

there other cases in motion?

Are there other considerations for

Are

cases along the same lines or parallel lines but on different issues?

MS. MARTINEZ:

I can't respond very specifically because I'm

not aware of anyone who is immediately about to file a suit, but 1
do know that there's--it certainly has raised a considerable amount
of attention among the educational lawyers in the country and I have

been contacted by attorneys in a number of other states who are contemplating similar actions, and I anticipate that there will be a
number of cases filed within the next few months in various states
under various state laws which will be similar in the sense that they
will look at the end product of education and seek some kind of
changes through the judicial process.

QUESTION:

Just to follow up quickly, at the moment, there is

no case taking place in California where other specific legal action
is being taken?

MS. MARTINEZ:

QUESTION:

Not that I'm aware of.

Coming back to the question raised before about_ what

was on the diploma, I assume that the San Francisco Unified School

District is chartered by the state.

What does the :harter say as

being the responsibility and authority of the school district as to
the educational achievement levels of the students?

Is it pretty hard

and fast, saying the major obligation is education, or just the opportunity for education or what-have-you?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Well, the California Education Code, with

respect to graduation, has some specificity.

They provide that

the state board of education is required to set un minimum standards
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for graduation in the school districts and then the school districts
are supposed to adopt or conform to these.

The state board of edu-

cation has adopted standards for proficiency for graduation which

would require that the school district not award diplomas to students who do not have reading ability to the eighth grade level or
have demonstrated similar incompetence through reading courses.

Now, in fact, that statute has been amended since the filing
of this suit.

It was amended in such a way as to make it clear that

the eighth-grade level was not a mandatory level; it was simply a
model that the state board of education Ilas put out.

I want to

explain, partly, the reasons I heard that the statute was amended.
I'm told it was not in response to the lawsuit; that, in fact, some
of the conservative members of the California Legislature were so
embarrassed by the fact that the state board of education had set
the standards for proficiency at the eighth grade for twelth grade
graduation that they didn't want the school districts to aim for that
lower standard, and there are hearings that are to start taking
place in California in the next six weeks or so to attempt to establish new standards for the state.

QUESTION:

I'm not clear about a factual stateient.

On the one

hand, you say the parents were concerned at various points during
the student's career about his reading ability.

I also thought that

you indicated that in the student's files there was indication that
he was reading below grade level.
career?

Was that just at the end of his

Are you saying that thrOughout his entire career it was

true and that it was not until his high school period that the parents had any indication from the school that he wc:s a deficient
reader?

MS. MARTINEZ:

No.

His records reflect at the beginning years

of school attendance that he was performing at that level or above,
in the first grade and second grade.
system, his achievement fell.

As he progressed through the

The longer he stayed in the school,

the farther behind he got; and that's not an uncommon situation in
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San Francisco.

The reading scores for the whole district showed

that the longer they stayed in school, the worse they performed.

0 The test scores which were in the files were never transmitted
to the parents.

The parents were unaware of the fact that those

files contained that kind of information.

They relied upon repre-

sentations made by the school district that he did not have any
particular handicap.

They felt--particularly his mother--they felt

an instinctive feeling that there was something wrong.

This was

why she initiated, during high school, a number of attempts to find
out information film the teachers.
parents-initiated.

In all cases, they were all

There were no instances of the counselor coming

in and saying, "We think he has a problem."

She observed that the

boy appeared not to be reading or learning.

QUESTION:

How did the suit start?

How did they come to you to

file the lawsuit?

MS. MARTINEZ:

The mother, I think you can describe, as the

prime mover behind the lawsuit as opposed to the student himself.

She accepted the fact that she thought he was just an average child
based upon statements the counselors had made to her until he graduated.

Then she did have him tested and she found out he was at

fifth-grade reading ability and she became very upset about the school
system and wanted some kind of action taken against them.

She went

to a private attorney and filed a damage claim against the school
district.

The private attorney then referred her to us, to our office,

because we specialize in educational law, and it was his feeling that
he could not carry the burden of the research.

QUESTION:

You mentioned that the plaintiff was in the bottom

quartile for the school throughout most of his school career in terms
of grade scores.

I have two questions.

What is the grade level

differential between the bottom quartile and the school, since

that's a relative measure; and the second question is, was tracking
or grouping in any way utilized so that his performance might have
been at or above the mean for his class?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Some of the tests--most of them-retlect a quar-

tile-type of relationship.

There are some at grade levels as opposed

to a percentage thing, and those tests all reflect him being thro9
or four grade levels below what he should be at.

What was the second question?

QUESTION:

The tracking.

MS. MARTINEZ:
in fact, track.

San Francisco schools "do not track."

They dc,

He was in the academic track, not a vocational

track, and within those tracks it's stated there was no "x, y, z"
level.

In fact, I suspect there is, and I think he was probably in

the lower track, but that's a fact which can't be proved or disproved.

QUESTION:

Maybe I should make it a little more specific.

What

would be his level of performance relative to his classes, or do
you know that?

You refer to it in terms of the school as a whole.

MS. MARTINEZ:
was a C student.

Well, if you look at it in terms of grading, he
His grade point average for his three years in

high school worked out to be an average student.

QUESTION:

You seemed to base some of your argument or a large

percentage of it on the fact that he showed up low based on schoolgiven tests and he then showed up higher given a private test.

Lave

you done any checking?

MS. MARTINEZ:

No,

I don't think I made that contention.

He

showed up low in both.

QUESTION:
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Has anyone analyzed the testing?

There's a lot of

arguments about testing conditions.

I have to respond at this point that he's not

MS. MARTINEZ:

been retested officially.

My estimation of the _fact that he's

gained several levels is simply based on his tutors' feeling as to
What success they have had over this time.. So, at this time,. we
don't have.Concrete data on what level he's achieved yet', but we

suspect we're going to have it through a battery of tests before

the complaint is amended so we can specify what achievement level
he's done.

QUESTION:

It seems to me you're relying very heavily on test

results for a significant relevant indices of school success, and
that implies that basic skills of reading and writing are also some

of the most significant indicators of success in the technological
society in which we live.

I wonder, there are people in the field

of educational evaluation who_have been worried about the excessive
use of tests and have suggested that there are other ways to ascertain
information that might be more relevant and more credible, and are
you also considering other kinds of information, other kinds of
skills, such as problem-solving, developing initiative, concern with
motivational levels, aspirations of students and so forth?

To briefly summarize, the statement he's making

MS. MARTINEZ:

ia_that perhaps we're making a case by. focusing in on test results

and reading level and things like that but there are other indicators of educational achievement to look at to. see what they mean.
Is that a fair statement?

QUESTION:

Yes

MS. MARTINEZ:

We had a meeting last night in which this kind

of question came up and it's a concern that I think is legitimate.

When you focus.in just on basic skills like reading level and
things like that

maybe you miss some of the other educational

process.
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.'

My only response is that it's going to be a very difficult

.

case just using a very objective standard of reading ability, and
that to try to broaden it to say what other kinds of educational
things he is missing or does he have. other things like that is per-

haps maybe the next case.

Butat this time, we have the reading

level kind of thing.

I think, too, there's really a legitimat::: basis for just foe'

using in on reading ability, saying that if you put a kid out of the
school system at fifth-grade reading ability you.have really done
something bad to the kid.

We described him as-being a functional

illiterate person, and let me describe some of the things he can't
'do.
1

For example, he was required to read and sign a complaint which
was filed on his behalf.

I had been working with this young man for

a week or so, talking to him a number Of times about all the problems he had in school and his lack of reading ability, and even
though I was familiar with this, it didn't occur to me that he
really could not read that complaint.

He came into my office to sign it and I handed it to him and
told him to read it and let me know.

He was getting nervous and

aggitated and had to leave and asked if he really needed to read the
whole thing over, and I told'him he had to read it.
could take it home.

He asked if he

He said he didn't haVetime to wait.

Finally, it dawned on me that he could not read that kind of
language.

So it ended up with my reading out loud to him the

allegations in the complaint and him signing on the basis of my
oral statement.

Shortly before the suit was filed, he was involved in an automobile accident in which he had to read and fill out a claim form
in the State of California:

He was unable to do that by himself.'

He's unable to read a complex employment application which requires
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more than your name and social security number.

He cannot, without

spending a lot of time, perform those kinds of functions.

Before he left school he had never read a book from beginning
to end.

He's completed his very first book since he graduated,

which was Jonathan Livingston Seagull--a good start.

QUESTION:

Has this young man attempted to get a job and failed,

or failed to hold a job, because of his academic problem?

MS. MARTINEZ:

His aspirations are extremely low.

The kind of

jobs that he's applied for and gotten have been dishwasher, physicallabor :obs, moving equipment for a musical band.
kind of job he's held since graduation.
point.

That's been the

He does not aspire at this

He feels he can't even attempt to do any kind of work which

would involve reading or academic skills, and part of the reason
that we're asking for some compensatory damages is that we think he's
undergone a psychological process in which he views himself as a
failure.

QUESTION:

Does he have brothers and sisters who have achieved

much better success?

MS. MARTINEZ:

He's an only child, so he doesn't have anyone to

compare to.

QUESTION:

Has he ever been tested for dyslexia while in school?

MS. MARTINEZ:

He has not been tested for dyslexia.

We had a

suspicion that there may be some kind of a similar related problem,

which, again, we are going to have him tested for his present reading ability and a neurological test for learning disability.

QUESTION:

How would you be able to determine the role of moti-

vation--like reading at a fifth-grade level--how do we know that he
was Lot motivated beyond that or studied beyond that point?

Where
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would that role of motivation apply in your suit'?

MS. MARTINEZ;

Well,

I think that the particular facts in this

case are particularly good to remove the question of motivation
because he's not from a ghetto family or anything like that, no
socioeconomic handicaps to his family.
graduate.

His mother is a college

He's not the kind of student that cuts school or who was

a discipline problem.

The fact is that he's now engaged and has been for a number of
months in private tutoring, which takes some effort on his part.

He's had to reduce himself back to being a student again reflects on
his motivation--interests, his desire to learn how to read and his
sense of failure.

It's a question which I guess is a matter of proof that we will

have to handle at the trial and these are the kinds of things
which reflect upon it, but it's something that we will have to deal
with.

QUESTION:

I've got another ripple-effect question regarding

the relationship between you and your colleagues in California and
the planning community, whether at state or local or county-wide level
in California.

Has there been any interaction on the basis of this case of the
residual impact of this case in terms of planners coming to you or
you seeking out planners or any communication at all on further
questions that may come up under the legal aegis, questions that

could be resolved by planning contingencies prior to their becoming
legal questions?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Did everyone hear that question?

The question

basically is, what has our office done for this plaintiff--what
interaction have we had with other county, state and local planning
educational systems as far as resolution of the issue.
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I can respond by saying we have had informal relationships with

various state agencies and private organizations who are interested
in reading.

We have had a lot of conta :t from reading teachers at

City College in San Francisco who get most of the graduates of San
Francisco school districts, and I have had numerous offers to testify to the fact that they are teaching remedial reading up there
and they get many students who are below fifth-grade reading level,

and I have had several offers of people who are very anxious to
become involved and give us assistance in the case.

I have had a lot of contact from individual parents who want

to test similar situations and give whatever kind of support they
can.

QUESTION:

One follow-up question.

Whatever informal rela-

tionship may have been developed between the legal community and

the planning community, has it been, from your observation, more
positive than negative or more negative than positive?

MS. MARTINEZ:

I'm really not sure how to answer that question.

I don't think we have done anything constructive at this point.
I'm not saying there's not a possibility of doing something.

We

just simply haven't looked in that direction.

QUESTION:

You indicated certain tasks that this young man

could not perform, on the one hand.

You also mentioned the below-

grade level or the bottom quartile that he was in.

Are you assuming

that if he were at grade level that he would be able to perform these
tasks?

MS. MARTINEZ:

QUESTION:

Yes.

That's a poor assumption.

MR. MARTINEZ:

My assumption is based upon the fact that var-

ious professionals have said that if you can read at certain grade
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levels you are capable of doing certain things.

Apparently there's

in process right now a reevaluation of what grade level means in
terms of functional literacy; the old standard has been fifth-grade
reading ability was functional literacy, and the eighth-grade reading ability was functionally literate for an academic student intending to go to college; and those standards are presently in the
process of being reevaluated as to what tasks you should be able
to perform at what grade levels.

Gary, was your answer that they were going down or up?

VOICE:

Well, the nature of the tests is going to be dif-

ferent, of course.

In writing the past standards used to be fifth-

grade reading levels, and now the expectation is that they are
going up more toward the eighth grade or beyond, but not grade
level.

They will be task-oriented.

QUESTION:

Most of the tests used measure reading.

measure functional literacy.

They do not

The California test of basic skills,

for example, does not measure functional literacy, but it can put a
person in grade level and that person still would be unable to
perform certain tasks.

MS. MARTINEZ:

Yes.

I think that's probably true.

That's

something that when we get to the trial, in the damages aspect, we

will try to establish what handicaps he has on this kind of factual
data.

QUESTION:

If you win your case, what are the implications for

the San Francisco school district?

If you lose, what are the impli-

cations?

MS. MARTINEZ:

If we win, it's my expectation and opinion that

we will have done several things.

First of all, we will have focused

a great deal of attention on the educational process and we will
have established a duty on the part of the school districts and its
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personnel to perform some functions for which, if they don't do it,
they can be held liable.

It's my expectation and hope that we will succeed in improving
the quality of education.

I don't care to speculate on the possi-

bilities if we lose.

QUESTION:

Let me just follow that up.

Given the disagreement

among the professionals regarding testing instruments, goals and
objectives of schools, the management structure, who should be responsible for the teaching or the administration for the achievement
of students?

Isn't it kind of frightening to think that a court of

law is going to make all of these decisions and put them in concrete
before there's even some agreement within the profession?

0 MS. MARTINEZ:

My response to that is that courts have come

into areas in which people are startled at the thought of their
exercising decision-making power.

You see a judge who has no

experience in medicine presiding over a trial in which the theories
of medicine are brought out and there are different opinions.

I

think that my response to that is that the courts are competent,

with the use of expert testimony and other procedural devices, to
provide for the airing of these kind of disputes; that they are the
competent place to provide this kind of contention.

You see judges

involved in antitrust litigation, patent law, things of immense complication--engineering principles, and all this kind of thing.

0 I really don't think there's anything startling about using
the educational system in a similar way.

With that, I'd like to

kind of bring in the fact that educators have adopted for themselves the idea that education is a profession, and I think, along
with that goes the assumption that a profession also has liability
for malpractice; and if you establish yourselves as a profession,
then you establish standards for your profession and there are
ways of deriving what those standards are and when someone deviates,

and that's done through expert testimony and that's what litigation
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is all about.

QUESTION:

Two sides put on their best shows and someone wins.

I'd like to ask a related question.

As I understand

it, the plaintiff first filed a suit and then the attorney turned to
you because he didn't have the technical background in the field.

Now, like any good attorney, you go out and you build a case,
which is fine.

But do you have technical experts who will testify

that what the school system has done is negligence or is the negligence an inference from the fact of what they have done?

0 MS. MARTINEZ:

You say that you have acts of negligence or do

you have to infer them.

As a legal matter, negligence has to be

inferred from acts to begin with.
existing by itself.

There's no such thing as negligence

It has to be in relationship to duty, to stan-

dards, to inferences that are drawn from actions.

So, it goes to the kind of proof that we have to put on.

We have

to flit on educational experts who can testify on the basis of their

expertise what standards of the profession are, what deviations
were made, and the court and the trier of fact then makes the judgment on the basis of the kind of evidence we put on, whether that
was in fact negligence, whether there should be liability.

0 QUESTION:

But do you have technical experts right now who

will get up and say, Yes, the school district was negligent for not
doing "x, y and z"?

Do you have them or don't you have them is all

I'm asking.

MS. MARTINEZ:

QUESTION:

Are we entitled to know who they are?

MS. MARTINEZ:
trial tomorrow.

We have them available.

Well, we're not in a position to put on the

I don't have a list of witnesses for you, no.

Court proceedings proceed sometimes in a lengthy fashion.
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Before

you can get to the trial, there's an enormous amount of pretrial

work which can go on for literally years in which depositions, discovery proceedings take place, in which the defendants are put on
the stand and asked to testify, before you even get before a jury.

Those kinds of things will take place before there's any kind of
trial.

0 MR. HOGAN:

May I rephrase the question, at least the way that

it would seem to me that it might be put?

Is the complaint based on

a theory of absolute fault, absolute duty, for which there's no
defense, so that you succeed if you just prove duty and failure to
perform it in the sense of showing that your client cannot read; or
is it based on a theory of specific negligence and failure to perform specifically described duties so that you will have to call on

expert witnesses to describe what might have been done and then expose yourselves to the defense of comparative negligence, the kind
of thing that we have talked a little bit about?

MS. MARTINEZ:

The question is:

Are we going on a strict lia-

bility theory or is it specific acts of negligence?
We are asking for both.

both.

The answer is,

We are asking for strict liability

just on the basis of his inability to read when he graduated, and it

will be an alternative in the first count; if we don't succeed on
that theory, then we're going for the specific acts of negligence.

QUESTION:

You stated earlier the complaint has not yet been

served and that you're considering a revision of your position.
The summary that you passed out, does this reflect your points of
revision?

MS. MARTINEZ:

No.

That's a summary of the complaint as it

stands.

QUESTION:

Are you free to indicate the nature of the revisions

to be considered?
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MS. MARTINEZ:
point.

We haven't really made any decisions at this

I think that we are taking into consideration the kind of

concerns and comments which have come out of the gathering of this
type, of a group of professionals.

QUESTION:

Assuming that the court wouldn't sustain an absolute

liability cause of action and you were going to the specific actions
o;f negligence, acts or omissions, is anyone so culpable and so

grievous in terms of an average standard of care, except for that
terminal one in which they granted the diploma to a person that was
obviously not qualified according to the state statute, that one
could find it to be a cause of action that could be sustained?

It seems to me you're dealing with a series of actions, each
one in at4 of itself might not be culpably negligence.

It is in

your dealing with the system, and your use of the diploma to indicate this is a problem that I don't quite see how you're going to
grapple with.

MS. MARTINEZ:

The question is basically:

Are we talking

about any single instance of negligence that we'Te basing the whole
claim on or a series of incidents that culminate in negligence, and
I think the question answers itself; that there's a whole series of
things that happened to this boy in 12 years, that they all add up
to the thing that happened to him, that he got out of high school
with a fifth-grade reading level and a twelfth-grade diploma, and
they all interrelate.

The fact that one teacher didn't tell the

next one that he couldn't read the textbook that he had for this
semester and what happened in that class, and the next class when he

was able to cope with the class-they're all tied in.

QUESTION:

Are student files in California open to parents to

see?

MS. MARTINEZ:
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Yes, they are.

QUESTION:

But the parents never made the inquiry at the high

school level to see the student's files and the test results?

0 MS. MARTINEZ:

Parents usually don't know that the files arc

available to them.

There are principals that don't know that the

parents have the right to inspect files.

Most teachers don't

realize the parents have the right to see it, and unless the counselor offers them in a situation, it's more likely to be that the
parents never know the situation exists.

Also, there is a prevalent practice that I have observed, and
that is that teachers never look in the files either.

So you have

a lot of test scores--I mean, they are recorded, but no one considers
them.

OUESTION:

Do you know in what form those test scores appear?

The question really is whether they are interpretable to the layman,
for one; and secondly, are they interpretable to the practitioner?

Very often, they are raw score type scores which, although for convenience are. translated to grade equivalents--were those records

raw scores or were the practitioners involved qualified to interpret
them?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Yes.

The question is:

What form were the test

scores in if someone picked up the test file and looked at it could
they interpret it, and the answer is, probably not.

You have to

have some ability to understand what test was given and what it means.

0 For example, a parent who looks at a figure in a file sees
these stickers--they have this stick-on thing that comes off the

test score with the various figures on it, and unless you have a key
you can't understand it.

QUESTION:

You have to know what the test is.

Is the key available to the parents?

MS. MARTINEZ:

No.
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QUESTION:

When asked earlier about your feelings for the pos-

itive implications of this case, your statement was something to

the effect that "I hope it will positively change the educational
establishment," or something to that effect.

As an educationist, I

share your optimism, but I think it's important to realize that if,
in fact, you're pinpointing or focusing in on the use of objective
tests to measure the quality of development and acquisition of
academic skills; if, in fact, you receive a faticrable judgment,

think that schools, in order to protect themselves, might feel
the need to be able to demonstrate that their student§ can perform
well on standardized tests and I think we have had lots Of experience with performance contracting and the like and know tihtat

there are a great number of people who teach specifically to the
tests so that positive test results

an ban achieved; and I'm just

worried that a favorable decision won't in fact improve the educational system, but it might lock us into a very traditional notion
about ways to assess schooling.

That worries me.

Do you have any feeling for that?

MS. MARTINEZ:

Yes.

I think you're expressing quite a legitimate

concern as to what the end product is.
is viewed as a process.

My feeling is that the case

To examine. these kinds of things in a forum

in which it can be examined with some degree of precision, that that,

alone, has made a significant contribution to education.

QUESTION:

Just to follow up on that question.

tion earlier about letting the courts decide.

I raised a ques-

Well, there was a

case in a federal lower court about three weeks ago deciding in the
notorious Texarkana contractor, and to my knowledge, there really
wasn't any expert advice requested and a jury,-after 39 minutes of
deliberation, found the contractor did not teach test items and told
the school to award the money to him.
precedent for what teaching tests are.
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So it probably established a

PRESENTATION BY FREDERICK McDONALD, DIRECTOR,
DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES, EDUCATION TESTING SERVICE:
"EFFECTS OF THIS ACTION ON CURRENT STRATEGIES TO
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS"

MR. McDONALD:

What I'm going to say this morning is influenced

by two sets of events.

The first set of events has been occurring

over the past year or more as some of you and maybe all of you know.

Educational Testing Service has been designing an accountability system
for New York City and I happen to. be the project direCtor of that
activity.

So, for the last year, we have been interacting with the

Committee on Accountability and, interestingly enough, many of the
points that are being talked about here as legal 1 ggli@4 or problems

or questions did come up in the many dislrasions that we have conducted
on the design of that particular syst'em.

One of the things that I will be doing is explaining how we
addressed ourselves to those_ questions and the kinds of solutions that
we came up with.

The other gactor influencing what I'm going to say is that 1 sat

in on Ow discussion between or among Susanne and her fellow lawyers
last night and spent most of the time listening, being a layman in
their field, and I found the discussion fascinating.

I heard three different kinds of things and I heard some of those
tame things this morning.

One is essentially irrelevant to what I'm

going to talk about and that is how they plan the strategy to make
their legal actions effective.

The second thing was the theory of law under which they are operating; and the third thing was the kinds of assumptions about educational

processes and methods, techniques, and so on that seemed to be intiirately tied in with the arguments to be made, whatever theory of law

they use, and I had to sort all that out for myself.
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What I'm going to say initially really is what I came up with
early this morning when I woke up when the cock crowed to make sense
out of what I heard last night.

There was a lot of "res" this and

This is some thiiiking I have done since listening last

"res" that.

night and it ties in with the accountability system we have worked
on.

0 Last night, I heard the lawyers interpreting the law as written
or as it might be written and I turned that around to saying something
that was implicit in a number of questions today:

What ought the law

If there were to be laws about accountability in education,

to be?

what might their charaCter be?

What should you legislate?

What can

you command to be done so that failure to do it becomes a matter for legal action?

That seems in essence to be the connection between the

making of a law and the legal action.

That would lead to the kinds of questions that the lawyers were
asking last night, if I heard them correctly, like what duty has been
set in or implied in the law and what constitutes a failure to enact
one's duties; what is the, responsibility of an individual or a corporate

group; what are they responsible for?

All of this boiled down,' to me, in effect, to a question of this
kind:

In essence, what can you command reasonably, which then leads

to the next question, which is:

What do you mean by reasonably?

That

is, what would be a reasonable law?

Again, I'd like to remind you I know nothing about law except I
think I remember something from philosophy that it ought to be rational.

Now, when you're talking about what is reasonable, of course,
that determines the nature of the kind of evidence that you produce
in a case.

Here's what I came up with, this kind of thinking, and,

for me, it defined what I regard as the basic problems of accountability.
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It seems to me that a law rests on some model of actions about
which it 'is prescribing.

There's some assumption about the nature

Of the phenomena for which laws are being written.

Then, I asked

myself, What seems to be the basic model that's implied in all the
questions that are being asked about who's responsible and what is
the duty, etc., etc.

The model that I seem to detect is one that says:

If teacher

"A" or school "A" does "x", it will have consequences or effects "B"
on a child or a group of children.

Speaking as a scientist, I would

translate that into an "if/then" kind of proposition, but laws don't

write "if/then", if I understand the laws; but it seems to me that
that's the underlying model of action that's implied.

Now, when you say that,-then that leads you to the question about
the strength of the causality that you're willing to read in the connection between the actions of the teacher and the actions and its effects
or the actions of the school system and their effects.

0 Therefore, it appears that what we're really arguing about are
inferences about causality in which we have two sets of variables:

variables associated with instruction, whether they are mediated
directly by a teacher or they are mediated by other factors in the
system; and consequences on pupils.

In this particular case, the conse-

quences are defined in terms of reading scores.

Now, if you want to make inferences about causality within that

model, what kinds of conditions to you have to meet?
some.

Let me suggest

To me, these seem to be the conditions for making strong

inferences; that is, inferences that there is a direct connection
between the actions of the teacher or the actions of the system and
the consequences on the student.

To think of it in terms of a single

action of a teacher--that might be the easiest way to visualize what
I'm saying--you can claim strict causality if you have proof that if,
and only if, the teacher does "x" consequence "y" will occur.

It seems

to me logically necessary that the inference can be strongly made
only if you establish. the basis for the "if" and the

only if."
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The second thing that seems to be implied as a set of conditions
is that you must also demonstrate before you can argue for the
strength of the causal relation, that no other factors arc impinging
upon the effects themselves; that is, if you ruled out as all other
possible causes of the effect, other than the behavior, the peformance of the teacher or the school system.

Incidentally, I'm offering these ideas and I hope you will debate
them because I'm sort of thinking this thing through myself.

The third condition for strong inferences about causality is
that it seems to me you have to demonstrate that all of the factors

that would make the action of the-teacher or the school system effective as prescribed in the original causal statement must in fact be
under their control.

To the degree that neither the teacher nor a

school, or whatever other component you want to deal with, has control

over the variables that are in the causal statement, to that degree
you cannot draw the conclusion that it'is the"actions of the system
that are affecting the performance.

Now, it seems to me the basic problem of the logic here lies in
establishing the nature of causality and what I stipulated--I guess
I'm falling into their language--what I have suggested as hypotheses

is that there are three conditions under which you can strongly'claim
causality.

Now, there are some related problems which are also mixed

into all of this and Which are not directly related to causal problems
but are related to the whole case and to accountability in general;
and that is:

What are the criteria for the effect, the whole pro-

blem of the desirability of effect?

It seems to me there are two parts to that problem.

One is:

What are the criteria of desirability--and that has been referred to
in a number of-questions this morning--and what are the causal inter-,
-lependencies among.the effects?

That is, if you get improvement in

reading, what in fact happens to mathematic skills or to citizenship
or something else?
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Therefore, judgments about consequences have to address themselves to how you establish whether it is desirable that all children
learn to read or not, as well as to what happens if they do or do
not to a certain degree.

A third problem is, in many respects, the whole problem of evidence; and that is:

What are the criteria for the evidence that you

are going to use to judge whether or not an effect is occurring?

Now, it seems to me to be somewhat misleading to focus only on
the kinds of measures used and to ignore the basic problem, because
the basic problem will not go away whether you use tests or something
else.

The basic problem is:

What is evidence that whatever the

desirable criterion is, whatever the desirable effect is, what evidence will you accept as bona fide evidence, valid evidence, that in
fact it is occurring or it is not occurring?

There are a number of very tricky measurement problems involved
in using such things as reading scores that weaken arguments for them.
It seems to me that when we designed the accountability system for New
York City we did take into account many of these problems.

One of the first things we addressed ourselves to was the question
of responsibility for effects, and we attacked that problem in! two ways.

Again, I want to refer back to what I said a few minutes ago, that in
attacking that problem we were attacking the problem of causality; how
can you establish who the causal agent is for whatever the consequences
are that you're looking at.

We were first influenced by technical considerations which are
Involved in the decisions about, judgments or, thinking about Peter Doe.
If you're dealing with individual test scores, of course, you're dealing with less reliable phenomena than when you're dealing with scores
for groups of people.

Therefore, to build accountability cases cr

models in which you make direct inferences from the scores of individuals without mediating them through an analysis in terms of means
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of groups is allowing yourself to use measurement evidence that is
less strong; but that's a technical problem and we spent many hours
fiddling around with how to use the measures themselves.

However, what we did come up with was the idea of using the
means of schools rather than the means of classes as a basis for
making judgments about deficiencies in educational performance;
rather than the means of classes, which is now closer to the individ-

ual student; or the performance of individual students, which is even
closer.

0 You have two possible causal agents here:

the teacher and some-

thing called "the school," and you would look at the scores of the
teacher's class or the scores of individual pupils in that class to
make judgments about her performance.

Since that kind of information

tends to be somewhat unreliable and difficult information to use to
make good inferences, we have chosen to use the mean of the school.

Now, the other reason I think is much more important because it

does go back to one of the conditions I set for establishing causality, and that is, I think it is impossible to show a direct causal
connection, except in limited cases, between the performances of
teachers and direct effects upon students, especially the longer the

student is in the educational system; and there are some very simple
examples that we use.

It relates to my third point.

That is, the teacher does not have complete control over all the
causal factors, but the school does.

For example, if the teacher

decides that she would like to do something about the reading programsupposing she decides she wants to institute a particular reading program and does not have the resources to do that, so she appeals to
the administrator or it requires some administrative changes in
schedules or allotment of time to subjects rind so on.

a sense, cannot make that decision.
in some respect by the principal.

The teacher, in

It has to be, I suppose, approved
To that extent, she does not have

complete control over all the actions she coulc take to produce a
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desirable effect.

Therefore, is not the principal also accountablc

for whatever the effect is now?

If the principal, in his decision-making power, is Limited by
a school board which sets priorities on how it spends money, is not
the school board also accountable?

0 So what we have developed is an accountability system that, in
effect--I have to be careful how I use the word because it sounds
loose--specifies accountability for all the components of the system;

and the logical argument is that each of these components, in some
ways, mediates or controls a causal factor or set of factors that
directly or through some mediational process influences student performance.

It's the old business that in a very complex situation

multiple causal factors are operating.

The problem of accountability

is to try to specify who mediates what causal factors and to make

everything rely upon one causal agent seems to me to be insupport +le
in terms of research evidence, and it doesn't make any common sense,
either.

Now, the other problem is more basic.

Supposing you can specify

what the causal agent is to do or what the causal agent is responsibli?
for.

Can he or she or it do it?

Now, the attorneys have all heard

the arguments from the educational profession that the state of education research knowledge is not such that if you told us things are
going badly we could reach into our books and pick out something that
we know would work.

Those are valid statements.

If you stop there, of course, it sounds like the school system
will never be accountable for anything because they don't know what
to do in order to change it.

0 So what we suggested zls another principle is that while the school
system is not necessarily accountable for having precise knowledge,
it is accountable for using whatever knowledge is available and is
accountable for attempting to apply it.
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So there are three major components in the design presented to
New York City.

The third component is something called the correc-

tive action, (by the way, I'm not saying this has been prescribed
by New York City.

This is what's been proposed to them to implement).

Each school, is to come up with a corrective action plan that is
designed to produce changes in its school, and that school--which

means the principal, the teachers and the representatives of parentsare accountable for producing that plan and they are accountable for
producing a plan that specifies staff performance in terms of specific
objectives.

They are accountable for developing monitoring systems

and they are accountable for reacting to the evidence of the effects
of their plan.

0 So they are accountable for those three things.

They are account-

able for specifying clearly stated goals which presumably are achievable.

They are accountable for devising a plan that can be rational-

ized in the sense that this plan ought to produce these effects.

They

are accountable for specifying who monitors whom so that you can find

out whether the plan is being implemented, and they are accountable
for looking at what the consequences of the plan are and then doing
something about that in the next phase.

They are not accountable for having infinite wisdom.

They are not

accountable for ordinary mistakes and they are not accountable for
knowing more than, in effect, they could possibly know at the present
time; but they are accountable for using whatever information is available to devise a plan.

In that sense, they are accountable for becom-

ing a part of a problem-solving mechanism to eliminate undesirable educational consequences.

Now, that presents an interesting issue because one of the things
that comes up all the time is, are you accountable for product or
process?

I think it's an empirical mistake to settle on either side

of that issue.
cess.

You are accountable for both the product and the pro-

If you knew precisely what process to apply in order to get

the product, then you could be held more rigidly accountable for the
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processes.

Since you aren't, you are accountable for at least

attempting to act intelligently in a process manner in order to
produce a better product.

I would be very interested in your

reaction to that.

Now, let's go through some of these problems in terns of the
situations that are involved here.

One of the things I mentioned earlier is the whole question
what will be desirable effects.

In this particular case, you deal

with the value systems of the community and, in the case of New York
City, they solved the value problem for use rather simply by saying,
instead of opening up what the schools shall be accountable for
we recommend in the early stages of thc, accountability design that

we focus on reading, communications skills, school attendance, and
quantitative skills; and that, therefore, the effects that we want
to see something done about in terms of accountability are these
four effects.

Now, that decision is a sociopolitical decision.
it's negotiable with large numbers of people.

Presumably,

Ultimately, I suppose

the board decides what they will be accountable for.

I don't know

how you change it from being a sociopolitical issue except to try to
take the tack that evidence indicates that some things are necessarily
interlinked with other things and therefore the school must be more
accountable for them than they perhaps are for other things.

For example, if it is true, or if the reasonable probabilistic
case can be made that without acquiring reading skill or quantitative
skills you do not achieve other desirable ends, then it seems to me
perfectly reasonable to say that the school is primarily accountable
for producing those things.

The fact that they are called basic skills

seems to me to be just a metaphor that we all use, but it unfortunately
is a metaphor that distracts some people.

The issue rests on what is

prior and what is consequence, and whatever is prior, it seems to me
that the logic of accountability requires that the school be held
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most accountable for that consequence which has the most consequences in other domains of living.

This is really a minor point in the context of this discussion.

There's a difference between the kind of empirical ana)vsis of NAlves
that is implicit in what we have just been saying and people's beliefs
about what's valuable and their perceptions of beliefs, and I

ic'AT t

know what the connection to the taw is, except that sometimes when laws
are made they eventually have conseqaences in bow people come to
believe.

But the sociopolitical reality is that some people believe

that some things are more important than others and the evidence is
irrelevant and their beliefs get mixed into the arguments about what

the schools should be beld accountable for

I frankly don't know how

you resolve the sociopolitical nature of a community with the narrower
legal kinds of concepts that are involved in a suit of this particular
kind.

Now, one of the basic problems is the problem of measuring effects
and establishing causal connections between aspects of the school
system and effects.
process.

We could go on for hours about the measurement

In designing a .system like this, we simply did very practical

kinds of things in order to get the system started, and that is, we
suggested that they use their present tests and move as quickly as
possible to criterion reference tests; which nay not solve 4 lot of
problems of making judgments, but many people would feel much more
comfortable if the tests were criterion referenced rather than norm
referenced.

0 The basic problem is how do you describe deficiency so you can
relate deficiency to cauSes.

Many of you will remember that it was

a year. ago June, roughly, or the spring of '72, I gtiess, when Kenneth

Clark wrote a rather strong statement about the model that Henry Dyer
proposed for the New York accountability plan.

The essence of his

argument was very simple and that is that you will use socioeconomic
factors to explain away discrepancies, and everybody knows there's a
correlation between performance on reading tests and any other kind
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of test, of the ones that are readily available, and sociocconoic
factors.

What Clark fears, and very rightly so, was that you will now
follow this chain of reasoning:

If socioeconomic factors correlate

so highly with reading performance, the most probably cause of reading performance is not te be found in the school system but in the
home or the community.

0 Now, that was a real problem and, fortunately, we have solved it
The way we did it is rather interesting.

What we have proposed was a

different kind of regression analysis than was proposed in that
original model that Henry developed.

You need the following kind of information to do the analysis we
are talking about:

Remember that the goal is to find out who's

deficient and better yet, in the process of finding out who's deficient
get some better notion as to what the sources of deficiency are.
need two measures in point of time.

We

Let's take reading as an example.

You have third grade reading scores and fifth grade reading scores and
the time interval is not important except for technical reasons.

It

can be beginning of third grade to end third grade, beginning of fourth
grade to end of fourth grade, or whatever you want.

You get better

information depending on how you collapse or extend that time interval.
You have all the reading scores of all the children in New York City,

all the elementary schools, all 600some of them, and you do what's
called a regression analysis in which you regress fifth grade scores
and third grade scores.

When you're done, you end up with a chart

which I'll do backwards (indicating), that's got a regression line
in it and every pointin that chart represents the mean score for a
school.

Some of the mean points are above that line.

Some are below.

As you look at that chart, you can go down anywhere along the
horizontal axis and identify a reading score, a mean reading score for,
let's say the third grade, and as you move up along the vertical axis
you will find schools that have quite different fifth grade scores.
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0 Now, what do you know in that type of analysis?
thing.

You know one

Irrespective of socioeconomic conditions or any other factor,

these schools all began at the same point.

The basic student input-

that is, where students were at time one for all of these schoolsare the same, but, obviously, some are doing better than others.

Now, that's what you want to identify.

You want to identify

those components of the.system where the effects of whatever the system
are, some schools are more beneficial on students than other places,

and you want to identify those components in the system where the effects
obviously are not as beneficial as they are somewhere else.

That's the

first thing.

That regression line is where you would be expected to be, using
all the information you have.

If you're above it, you're doing better,

than would be predicted in those postdiction analyses; and if you're
below it, you would be below where you are expected to be.

We call

that distance the Student Development Index and its name is going to
get changed.
Index.

Some people want to call it the School Development

That distance becomes a factor for identifying schools who

must do something about their programs.

Any school with a negative

student development index must produce a corrective action plan.

Now, the other component in this analysis was to set a floor on
how far below you could fall,. and the other part of the accountability

plan fits in with the New York State decentralization law which
requires the chancellor to set minimum standards for all the schools
in the city.

So, you have two pieces of information for each school:

What

percentage of the students fall below minimum standards, and whatever
school you're in, no matter where you fall on this other analysis, if
you have students below the minimum standards, you must do something
about those students.

You must come up with a corrective action plan

to remedy those effects.
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The second piece of information is this discrepancy.

Supposing

you don't have anybody below minimum standards but you're performing
less well than other components in the system whose students began
al the same point as your students did.

You also must come up with

a corrective action plan.

QUESTION:

Could I ask a question here?

When you say "students

began at the same point," that builds in, the concept of soceioeconomic
factors.

It's not just that you have two children or two groups of

children who have the same reading scores, but it's what their reading readiness scores are when they enter school?

MR. McDONALD:

That's right.

It's correlated with it, but you're

not using it to wash out the differences between schools; let's say
you take the low end of the scale, which is all anybody ever talks
about, overlooking the fact that there's going to be discrepancies
at the high end, too.

Supposing you look here, and here are kids where,

on the average, their scores--we'll make up a number of 30--a mean
score for all kids in that array was 30 in the third grade.

Irre-

spective of socioeconomic factors, there are schools in which children
who started at that same point who are doing much better.

So what

you do is minimize the possibility of immediately drawing the conclusion that the differences are due to socioeconomic factors.
fact, they are highly correlated, as we

If, in

all know they are, the first

step in your causal inference is not to use that as an explanation.
Okay.

0 Now, the second step is the important one.

What distinguishes

these schools that are above this regression line from those that are
below it?

We have proposed a complex system which has a lot of

methodologital problems to be worked out, but, in essence, you gather
data on the school system.

You gather data in five categories:

characteristics of school programs, characteristics of school facilities, characteristics of the school staff, characteristics of the

student body, and characteristics of the home and community; and you
analyze these data for all 600 schools to.find out what characteristics
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in each of those categories distinguish the schools whose perform.in,

is above this regression line from those that are below it.

That information goes to the school.
pieces of information:
positive or negative.

Each school gets three

(1) What their student development index
I should put it in importance order.

percentage of their students are below minimum standards.
their student development index is positive or negative.

(1) VnAt

(2) Whether
(3) What

factors seem to be associated with the difference between them and so710body else.

What gets overlooked is what happens next, and what happens next
is what is important.

That information goes to each school.

Each school must come up

with a plan that takes into account all the information on factors
distinguishing the two kinds of schools, the two broad categories of
schools.

They may also--they are encouraged, to do in-depth analys'es

of any of the schools in the system where they think they can get
information that they can use, but they must come up with a plan that
will take corrective action.

That plan, in turn, goes to the district board.
board makes decisions among the plans.

This is where the boards now

become accountable for setting priorities.
a plan which has two budgets.

The district

Each school must develop

One is a budget for what they would do

if they couldn't get more money, which is ordinarily called a zero
budget, I guess.

In either case, the school is accountable for coming up with a
plan.

The boards are, in essence, accountable for setting priorities,

and then, the district plans move to the central office, the central

board, which presumably, in turn, is accountable for setting priorities and allocating resources to make sure that these corrective
action plans are implemented.
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in
last part.
Now, obviously, the most important part is the
the school system is
the context of this case, it seems to me that
It Is being accountable
beiag accountable for three things:
sophisticated way.
for identifying discrepancies in a relatively

of those disIt is being accountable for identifying the causes
doing something
crepancies and it is holding itself accountable for
about those causes.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTION:

I thought you were jesting when you said it was an

administrative press release that dealt with the argument that
Kenneth Clark raised, but--

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

Did I say that?

Or something to that effect.

Maybe you weren't.

The student and parent and home--two sets of factors to be examinedit seems to me that that was the problem that he was raising.

II

the school determined that the faculty, the programs and the tacilities were essentially equal, yet you have had a vast discrepancy
between the scores of two schools, let's say, hew would the schocl io
about corrective action and would it be responsible in terms of the
causality that you outlined before?

I mean, you said only those

factors which the agents have duty or responsibility over.

MR. McDONALD:

I'm glad you asked that question because I omitted

something that is important.

The question is:

How is the school

accountable when you have to show that the factors in effect lie in
the home if you do a certain kind of analysis?
accountable for changing the home.

The school is not

It is accountable for doing any-

thing about any factor that may be related to home conditions about
which the school can do something.

For example, the school system

cannot change crowding conditions in New York City in a housing area.
It can, however, provide adequate space and proper conditions for study
for students.

The school doesn't have a rat infestation elimination program and
it doesn't put more vacuum cleaners in the home, or whatever else is
now highly correlated with academic achievement these days, but what
-

it can do is provide conditions that would be appropriate to help the
student achieve.

So, the school cannot say, "Well, look, these kids don't have
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proper study conditions; therefore, we can't do anything about it."
They must come up with what amounts to compensatory mechanisms for
those conditions.

QUESTION:

Fred, you said something earlier about the parents

being accountable in the development of the plan.
that correctly?

To whom are they accountable.

MR McDONALD:

I didn't say that, because that's the issue we

finally gave up on.
is accountable.

Did I understand

What I said was the sChool planning committee

The parents participate in that planning process.

The Committee on Accountability raise& the question repeatedly:
Should we not hold parents accountable?

It was their opinion, and

with reasonable argument, to us, that it was almost impossible to

press that in any kind of way that would have any force.

So, in the strict sense; parents are not accountable, but they
do have a real role in participation in the plan.

0 QUESTION:

Well, I'd just make this comment:

mistake on the part of the committee'.

I think that's a

There isn't any inherent

reason why we can't give a school district some legal controls over

parents that it doesn't have now--if a kid is coming to school without breakfast, without a meal--I think unless you face this problem- -

I think it's something that ought to be faced.

MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

It's something to be raised again.

As a

matter of fact, the statement that you just made is more specific
than anything that was ever, said in the discussions when that point
came up.

It was sort of "throw up their hands" and say "What can we

do?"

QUESTION:

Given the existing legal structure, there isn't any

way of doing it, but I don't know why we keep taking this existing
legal structure for granted.
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QUESTION:

I think even within the existing legal structure,

there is a mechanism for holding parents accountable for one of your
criteria; and that's school attendance.

There is a well-established

legal framework for holding parents accountable for their children
being in attendance.

I suppose you could use that model and try to extend it to some
of the other factors.

MR. McDONALD:

I don't know how fruitful that might be.

In essence, that's a question I'm asking those

of you who are lawyers.
ability system like this.

Supposing a school system had an accountObviously, it's doing something that other

school systems are not doing.
make it work?

What would be the next legal steps to

And you're suggesting something.

QUESTION:

Where do t!acher unions fit into this picture?

MR. McDONALD:

The Committee on Accountability was made up of a

diverse number of groups which changed from time to time, regularly,
but I guess wisely, in the long run.

First of all, the teachers'

group was always a participant in this and in their old contract
they entered into an agreement with the board to set up an accountability system.

On the final report, their representative there agreed

on the final report made to the chancellor.

What position they have beyond that is up to them to say.

VOICE:

The fact of the matter is, that the teachers' union

initiated that contract.

That's the reality of it.

I happen to know

because I served as executive secretary before ETS came.

When I came

to New York and made the rounds and stopped in Al Shanker's office, he

said, "We have this clause in our contract and we have been so busy
putting out fires that nobody has been able to do anything about it."
So he asked the university to get going on it and we did.

But it was

really their initiative much more than the school districts that got
the whole thing going.
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MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

I was responding in a politically very

careful way to the fact of would they support this plan; and
make a statement.

I

can'1

Certainly, they have been involved in it from th

beginning and so have a lot of other groups, United Parents Association, etc.

Was the composition of the school planning committees

QUESTION:
set out?

MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

In fact, we had it very specific at one

point and then we modified it in order to give the system as much
flexibility as possible in making what are really administrative
decisions.

The principal is the head of that committee.

It has

several teachers on it, one of whom must be the teachers' representative in that school; and then, it must have the heads of the parents'
organization.

In New York City, every school has to have a parents'

organization, and the heads of that are on there.

Now, what I kind of forget now is--we, at one point, gave the
parents the right to pick other community representatives if they

wanted to, and I can't remember whether that stayed in the final
proposal or not.

In essence, we tried to balance the groups.

We had

proposed originally to make the chairman elected, and people thought
it would be better to make the administrator the chairman because he's
responsible, and this is clearly a way of fixing his responsibility
publicly.

QUESTION:

Did you say that the measures, like the third and fifth

grade, would be taken in two different points in time?

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

Yes.

Well, the question I'm curious about--in New York,

it's well known that there is sometimes as much as six percent turnover in student body in certain schools.
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MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

That's one of the problems.

It's quite possible that because of this turnover,

one school may appear to be superior, and by comparing it to anothel
school you may be asking them to come up with the level of somebody
else's deficiency and alter a very effective program.

MR. McDONALD:

We are very sensitive to that problem.

a methodological problem that has to be solved.

That's

Mobility data will

have to be in a different form than it is now before you can get a
good answer to that question.

The mobility data is reported in the

gross figure of 150 percent t_inover, and you have no way of knowing
whether that's the same kid that's gone out and back and gone out
again.

We have proposed a field study to start this thing in order

to answer questions like that.

If it turns out that that's an insolv-

able problem, I don't know what we'll do next.

QUESTION:

In effect, one school may appear to have a superior

program when, in fact, it doesn't at all.

MR. McDONALD: Yes, if you were insensitive to this problem; but
we are not insensitive to this problem.

The likelihood of us saving

"A" is better than "B" when there's a big difference in the student
body--the probability of that is zero.

QUESTION:

What happens when there's a conflict between existing

knowledge and union negotiation?

In the kind of data presently avail-

able in terms of pupil/teacher ratio, there's no difference until you
come down to 1-to-16.

The teachers' contracts now requires or speci-

fies certain pupil/teacher ratios which lacks a knowledge base to
specify.

What happens when there's a conflict?

MR. McDONALD:

Who yields?

It will be interesting to see.

that kind of thing now.

You can't resolve

The biggest problem is to get those schools

actually involved in the corrective action planning part.

I am

personally more concerned about that than I am the statistical
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methodological kinds of things, because there are plenty &t
But what you're now talking about

in that respect.

is a group of

teachers and parents and a principal getting together and saving,
"What are we going to do about this," and coming up with a very
concrete plan that they are going to be held responsible tor.
Bringing off that part of it is going to be complicated.

There's already a negotiable issue in there in terms of use of
teacher time since that's already specified in the contract.
that's between the union and the board.

So

Meanwhile, back at Pri.nccion,

I'll read about it in the Times.

QUESTION:

What measure is used to determine if a school in tact

met its accountability; and if not, what kind of penalties are there?

MR. McDONALD:

Well, it seems to me you can't penalize somebody-

this goes back to the causal issue.

Thore are two problems here.

t',4

1

make sure I'm hearing you right as to which one it is.

You can't penalize someone if the effects don't occur.

I

don't

think that's what we're talking about because our knowledge is not
that precise.

What do you do if they don't do anything to make sure the eftect
don't occur?

For that, there's no penalty.

Our response to that is

that the informal system will take care of that.

One of the items proposed in the accountability plan is that anv
aspect of any school's plan be made as public as possible.
just a matter of school board meetings.

It's not

It appears in the press.

!its

given as much visibility as it can be given.

New York, being a very sophisticated political city, it's inconceivable to me, with that much information available to the public,
that nothing is going to happen.

On the other hand, people would feel

a lot better if somebody would say, "What happens if they don't do
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anything?"

You see, there's supposed to be a director of account-

ability for the whole system.

lie will know whether a principal has

got his staff together and prepared a plan.
plan.

There won't be any

There will be a lot of informal communications and thesyster

now has adequate mechanisms for handling these things iniormaliv.

I'm not that close to the system, but just as an outsider who
observes it and talks to people it it, it seems to me you have got
to count on some of that.

But if would be, in my personal judgment,

premature to start invoking penalties at this point because the plan
has a very positive, constructive aspect to it.

If the teachers are

willing to accept this kind of accountability and if it has this
positive problem-solving, constructive aspect to it, it would be much
better to get that spirit into the system than to start talking about
"Now if I don't do this or that, what happens to me?"

QUESTION:

Are standardized tests going to continue to be the

measurement?

MR. McDONALD:

Yes, because that's all that's available, andchc

decision is a pragmatic one there.

It is better to start getting

people thinking about accountability using whatever you have available now, but also to urge them to start developing other procedures.

The first thing that has to be done is to set the standards and
the process of setting standards means identifying the cr4teria which
should then lead to better measures of the criteria.

0 QUESTION:

I see the subject that you're discussing to be

completely different from our first subject, in that you're calking
about a class type of accbuntability, while the suit was on individual
accountability; and the technical problem of mobility to handle that
probably is larger than the whole other problem, I would presume, in
terms of dealing with individual accountability.
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It might be an interesting proposition to say if a district

does meet class accountability, may an individual come in on the
individual accountability--bring a suit on individiial accountability?
I don't see your system addressing individual accountability as 'is
_,_being provided in the first one.

MR. McDONALD:

Well, laWyers ought to answer that question;

but I think you have correctly identified the problem.

I'm talking

about the whole problem of accountability and I guess, in effect,

what I'm saying is it is now both technically possible and reasonable
to begin to ask for class accountability.

Within that process of defining class accountability, speaking
now as a researcher and so on, I'see the real possibility for establish-

ing a basis fora lot more individual accountability.

That is, as

knowledge is produced about what is effective, it becomes more and more
difficult for any individual or group of indiyiduals to ignore that
knowledge.

MR. GREEN:

There is a connection.

It seems to me there is a very

strong connection, because the criteria that he's speaking of is under
the first category of raising the question about what's desirable comes
down to three matters, if I heard correctly, reading, attendance, and
vocational skills; and then, the process of .accountability calls for
the school to do certain things.

The case that we looked at had a very strong element in it of
negligence that had to do with whether or not the system had made
decisions admittedly affecting a certain particular individual, but
the system that he's describing isaddressed to the conditions -under
which that Wind of claim of negligence--

QUESTION:

No.

Technically, on the question of mobility, he has

not handled the individual accountability within the system in New
York City.
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MR. McDONALD:

But there are a lot of people who aren't mobile,

and T guess this kid wasn't'very mobile in that San Francisco system
and he probably went to whatever the feeder junior high schools and
_elementary schools. were.

I personally would bet money that there's

a clear record on that kid in the files and he isn't mobile.

QUESTION:

But I think he was talking about 150 percent turn-

over in Title I kids in one district or in one school that was a 70
percent turnover.

So you're still coming done to the school, unless

you have the technical problem of mobility handled, and I don't think
you're really going to handle the individual--

MR. McDONALD:

I don't personally regard that as an insoluabie

problem and I don't, namely, because that's my cognitive style, but
mostly because nobody has ever looked very closely at those measures
of mobility.

It's.a statistic that is put together out 'of a lot of

data and the indiVidual tracking information simply is not available.
If it is in the original form, it's lost in paperwork.

We face this problem all the time.

We've got a big proposal in

for an evaluation study of desegregation where you compare the effects

of the ESEA money and one of the basic problems there was the tracking
problem.

Now do-You find kids so you can say there are constant

enough effects in this.school that you can trust the reading scores?
Maybe they'.re better this year beCause they're new kids in there, or

worse because there are_new kids in there.

In all the evaluations of school'systems the tracking of individual
students is a basic technical problem that simply has to be solved before
you can begin to draw inferences' about what your data mean.

On the other hand, I would also be willing to bet--now I'm talking
about my intuition here, not facts--I would also be willing to bet if
you looked at school, scores, school-"A", "B", PS-91 and'so on, over a.
-period of five years", and assuming no radical change in a district

line or housing patterns, that you would. find those scores fairly
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stable over time, which to me is at least an empirical argument for
the fact that the school mean is fairly stable because the factors
affecting the school means.are fairly stable.

Since we want to make

inferences about that component of a system, the mobility problem
may not get in the way of making that inference.

QUESTION:

What.about a system where you not only have a high

mobility rate or turnover rate in the school but you have changes in
the socioeconomic status of the neighborhoods feeding-those schools?

We have neighborhoods that are deteriorating and others that are
improving socioeconomically.

Do you' take any account of that in your

decisions of where the school' stands?

MR. McDONALD:

Yes. :We will take that into account in the

analysis because the essence of the analysis is to try to determine
the relative influence of various factors on those means, and that's-

a complicated kind of statistical analysis and its actually the
problems in making that analysis that leads me to believe that the
most you can do is make weak inferences about causal effects and not
strong inferences because every technical point that we have discussed
here, which is really a statement about causal connections, rests upon
evidence that is less than perfect and has all kinds of problems in it.

Therefore, I don't believe that it's very easy to establish,

speaking as a scientist now and not as a lawyer, the kind of proof I
would require to establish causality.

The best I would conclude, is

that there is at least weak or moderately weak connections.

But we're

arguing, if.at least there are those weak connections preseht that's

C

still a basis for the school system to try todo something,.

QUESTION:

I'd like to try to make an interpretation that merges

the two parts of the morning and have some comments as to whether the
-interpretation is correct or not.

Going back to what Mike asked

,earlier about what's an inference and what's going to be established

by first-hand testimony, as I understand the thrust of the suit, it
does not allege that the school district did not test, did not have
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files, did not have curriculum.

It asserts that the way the thinv,

came out in the wash was that one kid came out illiterate and the
system said that he was doing all right.

Now, you're discussing.a new system and obviously it represents

a lot of change in terms of how a bureaucracy can function and monitor itself if it ever got completely effective in it.

Under the

system, children would continue to graduate from high school with
avera-ge grades and.be functional illiterates.

Under the new system that you're proposing, would it not be
possible to make a_lawsuit drawing upon Mike's indirect inference
comment earlier, that every time a kid graduates from school and has
average grades and can't read well, it doesn't make a bit of difference what the planning process was or whether some principal was
held accountable or promoted or not promoted; the system is alleged
or inferred to be negligent by the fact of the way the product came
out.

0 MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

It seems to me that really is the basic

question and that's why I was very interested in Mike's question, too,
about how you're drawing inferences here.

It is true that kids will

probably still come out of this system way behind in reading and
perhaps, for all practical purposes, be functionally illiterate, and

I suppose it's reallya question to the lawyers present.

If you don't

produce the product, but you demonstrate--which this system would now
make possible--you could demonstrate that you tried to produce the

product, could you beheld liable for negligence?

That's the trick.

You see, that's the same kind of foolishness that we have with
thiS corrective action bit; with the guidelines in the corrective
action.

All you're doing is substituting process for product all

over again and just coming up with another, kind oftiproddssPerSenally,
I agree with this gentlemen.

I don't-see, how it's going to make any

difference in how the kid is.going to come out.
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QUESTION:

That last statement is an empirical question,

I'm no more of a prophet than you are, but it seems to me--

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

I am claiming to be a prophet on this.

And I value your prediction.

My own feeling is that

if the system gets mobilized as a consequence of being held accountable, that you probably will see less deterioration than you see new.
If the school board asks, "Are you going to change all the things
that we now know are undesirable," I'd say, "No."

What I would find very unfortunate in a discussion about accountability is that, to
rather than product.

many, this is merely a substitute of process
I don't know how you can sue me for something

that you could not prove I could do and I'm not doing, because I'm
malicious, incompetent, lazy or whatever else.

If you ask me to build a good car and we know enough about
technology of building a good car, it seems to me you can't sue me.
If

I don't know how to educate every child to read, can you sue me

because every child can't read?

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

Even the Department of Transporation requires recall.

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

Yes, because you're the expert.

Recall the teacher.

That's a good idea.

As another example, it seems to me that you are, in

your educator's term, describing what the lawyers would call a false
standard.

The system should only be made to shape up or change when

they are at fault and you're proposing what strikes me as being a
very rational way for the system to try to shape itself up so it's
not at fault; and it seems to me there are other areas which we
could talk about by analogy in which the system doesn't rely upon
fault.
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0 I have often said that the person shouldn't be held responsiH,
if they don't seem to be able at lease under present technology to
do something about it.

Now, it seems to me there are lots of

are.1

in which we make the system pay even though we agree that they cdn't
do anything about it.

0 One thing you might think about is a way for applying a fAult
We know that some worke

concept here.

Take, for example, workers.

are careless.

We also know that some workers are accident prone.

also.know that other fellow workers are often careless and that
are just dangerous around working plants.

thin:;:;

Nevertheless, if a worker

gets injured at the plant and is disabled from earning money in the
future, unless the person can be shown to be grossly responsible,

grossly the cause of his on injury, we pay him.

We compensate him.

I'm not saying this is a brief for workmen's compensation system,

but the concept that's embodied there is that even though the employer
is presumed in this particular case not to have been capable of preventing this injury and making it safer, we nevertheless feel there
are lots of good social reasons for making other people pay--in effect,
the other workers, if you like, or the consumers pay for the fact th;tt

someone is disabled and you might think about saying, should society
in some way chip in for students who come out who are disabled?

Let me just give one last example.

You might walk out the door

here today and be bitten by a dog and the dog runs off and you go to
the local hospital and you say, "Gee, I have just been bitten by this

stray dog," and so they give you some rabies vaccine to try to find
out--suppose you're one of those unfortunate people who has a very
bad reaction, very serious complications from t4.i-11)this rabies
vaccine.

Now, it seems to me, although courts/are certainly split

on this kind of question, there are lots of gold reasons for saying,

even though all scientists will tell us we can't make rabies vaccine
today any safer than it is, it seems to me there are lots of good

reasons for letting you, the person who had these very bad complications, to be able to collect from the system for the injuries,
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even though it's beyond their competence for doing, lnvtllin,:

ih, nt

it.

I think at least we ought to have that alternative model

is

one that is out there at least in some cases as a possibility in
mind, and not only proceed as though the only legal model_ available

is the fault model, although I must say you might well conclude in
the end that the fault model is very apt.

But the comment this gentleman who spoke last about,

's noi

going to do anything about the children, I think what he has in mini
is this other kind of model.

0 MR. McDONALD:

I think it's good to keep in mind the distinction

between what we're trying to do, which is not to solve legal problems
but to build an accountability system which will meet its original
goals of trying to improve the quality of education, and the kind of
social and legal theory that you're talking about.

Obviously, a

system like this creates problems for you lawyers.

I

it does because that will clarify a lot of issues.

guess I'm glad

And it seems to

me what you're suggesting is a way in which lawyers can now tackle a
problem if a system is doing these kinds of things.

QUESTION:

Fred, if I understand the concept--and maybe this is

really a simplistic reaction and its inherent in the concept of using
a class rather than an individual--but it seems to me from the lawyer's
point of view you might consider a situation in which your accountability design results in different individual students who are
similarly situated being treated much differently, and I have in mind
the following kind of situation:

If you take a hypothetical low-income,

ghetto child, and a hypothetical middle-income child from a traditional
kind of middle-income home, both of whom test out identically 'efore
they start the school process, and you put them into the same school
and their results diverge so at the end of three years, assuming some,
kind of norm reference system or criterion reference, too, I suppose,
they have much different results.
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If the school is basically a

middle-class, middle-income-oriented school, it might be determined
to be performing adequately under the accountability design and,
therefore, no corrective action has to be taken and nothing in the
accountability design would deal with the deterioration of the
ghetto child.

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

Right.

If you switch those two children into a ghetto

school the same divergence would result.

There might or might not

be corrective action, depending on whether that ghetto school was
performing relatively well as compared to other ghetto schools.

MR. McDONALD:

No.

Compared to any school which started where

it began which isn't necessarily the same thing.
well taken.

But your point is

This system is a class-type notion of accountability.

Presumably it could move to the teacher accountability kind of thing
in terms of the individual child.

The problems of establishing

causality there are just so complex, despite the desire of hundreds
of people to say we know some teachers are no good and we want to
get them out of the system, when it comes to establishing a relation
between that teacher's behavior and the kid's reading score, that is
such a network of problems that people doing what we're doing don't
want to propc--. it.

QUESTION:

I'm really thinking of it in lawyers' terms, in sort

of equal protection terms.

Two kids who start the school system

equally have equal socioeconomic backgrounds, show equal deterioration, if child "A" is in a Queens white, upper middle-class school,
no corrective action will be required for him or the class of children
like him.

If he happens to be in a Harlem ghetto school, where

he's more typical of the class in that school, then corrective action
may be required.

It seems to me this is disparity of treatment which might lead
to another theoretical lawsuit.

QUESTION:

have two questions or two points.

I

First, there'

a technical question regarding whether you hold cIa!,ses accountaOl.
or individuals.

It would be technically wrong,

I

think, to try

base an individual student's progress on standardized tests be:-ause
of the nature of the error.

You have to have a larger end.

If vou

use criterion reference tests, then you're comparing the student
against his own projected performance.

Now, the second point, I'm aware of the problems of New York
and the situation there, but I would hope that this accountability
model which does allow for decentralization of responsibility but
very little incentive or punitive aspect based upon performance, is
not considered as the end-all.

Now,

I don't think one can say these incentives can remain for

a long period of time, but they do provide the purpose of starting

in

a program and getting one implemented in the most effective manner.

Once you learn what procedures the teachers decide to use and if they
work, then you can hold the teachers accountable for going through the
process.

MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

In the State of New Jersey, they had the

Bateman Act, which I thought was beautiful, speaking as a psychologist--a beautiful incentive system because the school system could
not get more money unless it showed it was producing certain things
and showing evidence that this program was improving.
is going to have to work through that political phase.

But New York

It's a little

difficult to talk about incentive systems under the present conditions.

QUESTION:

At one point Michigan had a statewide accountability

model involving 112,000 students, and $200 was allocated for one year
oltd then a percentage would be based upon an individual student's
progress.

It was interesting to note decision-making power in cities

like Detroit it was decentralized to the individual teacher as to how
to spend that $200.
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The teachers decided to spend in the neighborhood

of 35 to 40 percent on new learning materials and equipment AS
opposed to 55 percent on aides, etc.

Now, this is contrary to the official AFT position in Detroit.
Now, do you see any problems of decentralized decision-making to
the classroom where the teachers would decide to do something and
that would be in conflict with what the official AFT position would
be?

MR. McDONALD:

It would be interesting to see what happens.

I'm deliberately shying away from questions in which I have no expertise at all, and actually you're bringing up all the problems that
are bound to occur.

QUESTION:

Has an analysis been made of the present account-

ability system and can that be described?

I raise that question

because I have a suspicion that students are held accountable.
I'm just curious:

So

before a new system is Set up, whether the present

system was subjected to analysis and whether a determination was made
as to who is presently accountable for the results.

MR. McDONALD:

Well,

I can give you the benefit of our experience.

We didn't do a detailed analysis because it seemed to us obvious that,
in fact, the students were being held accountable, in the sense that
they didn't do well it was because they didn't come from the right
background or whatever you want to put in here.

So what we did was

try to get that whole approaCh to interpreting student results out,

and what we're assuming is that the model that we have proposed
clearly pinpoints who's supposed to do something about whom.

Occasionally, I'm sure that somewhere in all these analysis, if
they get very sophisticated, you will get into factors of what they

want to do in life with themselves and so on, but certainly it will
be progressively harder just to blame all students who aren't doing
well.

Practically, we assumed that everybody was trying to figure

out a place to put the blame on everybody else, especially the students
and their parents.
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QUESTION:

Accepting your definition of an accountability

system as one that identifes the causes of defective performance
in the system--which I don't because it includes no sanctions as

you have outlined it--but accepting that for the moment, looking
at the three categories of school factors:

faculty, programs and

facilities; would you look at such things as classroom interaction,

expectations, systemic processes, since you're fixating on processes--

MR. McDONALD:

We're not fixating on them.

They are variables

that we are looking at.

QUESTION:

Well, I mean, as opposed to product.

the point of this.

That's really

Anyway, how do you examine and measure expec-

tations which are critically important, and other systemic processes
which relate?

MR. McDONALD:
is implied.

Well, you've gottwo questions there, one of which

That is, would you, if you could; and the other is, how?

The "how" is harder to answer because, again, the technology of measurement in those areas isn't very good.

On the question of "would you,"

the answer is clearly and unequivocably yes, we will.

We have given

long lists of factors which are associated with each of these categories and those were sort of trial balloons, and in essence, what
they said was, well, here are some things that we are pretty sure

aren't going to have much correlation at all, but they don't threaten
anybody.

Further down the list, there are some things that are more

likely to be close to learning consequences and nobody has raised
any objections so far.

In other words, they have not precluded the possibility of accepting this model on the grounds that some day you might look inside classrooms and look at the nature of interaction.

I think that day may come.

Quite frankly, you have got to admit to yourself when you're in one
of these things that you are in a very political process.

If you talk

to me as a scientist, I'm not supporting the notion of process to get
away from looking at product.
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As a scientist, I am supporting it

because I know we don't know enough now to produce product, and
what I hope we have got is a system that will lead us further in
that direction.

But when you ask me what I'd measure, I'll go right down the
line with you.

I'm much more interested in direct instructional

events than I am in the composition of the salary schedule, even
though I think that's a variable; but I think it's pretty remote
from some very immediate effec,ts that you can measure, but whether

anybody will permit us to do that I don't know, and that's where
maybe the legal profession could be of some help.

QUESTION:

Well, just one point.

It seems to me that many of

the efforts to establish accountability systems which aim at information and a greater understanding of why the system is failing are,
in themselves, counterproductive when they are limited to those

measures which are politically acceptable, which in effect buttress
possibly the systemic effect.

I mean, whether it be Kenneth B. Clark

or Charles Silverman talking about the roles of expectations, if
you can't measure them now and it's politically unacceptable to
measure those somewhat intangible qualities, while we're creating a
great deal of interest in some other items that probably aren't that
important.

MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

But my understanding of a conference like

this, where you now have people other than just educators present, is
that out of this will come a broader system of social action that
will take care of this.

Just look at this in very pragmatic terms.

An organization like Educational Testing Service walks into New York
City and says, "You ought to do this."
you can go, " if they don't like it.
they didn't follow our advice?

They can say, "You know where
Now, do we sue them because

No.

However, if you build a system in which information about the
system is available, it seems to me it's certainly within the competence of other components of the system to bring the kinds of action
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necessary; that is, why can't somebody start a suit saying, "You'rt,
ignoring certain kinds of measures which there's reason t.. believe

might show a connection; therefore, you're ignoring factors that
might have a different effect."

I'm not a lawyer and

I

don't know

the legal theory there.

Right now, you have got a school system which is a Byzantine
palace.

Nobody knows what's going on in the thing and if you want

to work your way through a maze, I invite you to go look at school
records and try to track individual pupils and find out.
to get a handle on the system, as everybody says.

It's hard

If you can get a

better bureaucratic system, it seems to me the larger social system
might be able to control it.

I don't know.

Is that overoptimistic?

0 QUESTION: I'm very interested in product accountability and
individual accountability and I'd like to ask you the following hypoi

thetical situation.

Assume I'm a legislator and I say to you, "It

is terribly important to me that kids within a broad range of normal
cognitive skills leave high school reading at a certain minimum level.
I'm a legislator.

I'm making that political judgment.

It's terribly

important."

Then, I ask you, as my expert, to give me some standard of what

a reasonable way of determining that minimum level of competence might
be.

What I further ask you, as an expert, is would it be unreasonable

to make, not individual teachers or even necessarily the school board,

but our society accountable for the amount of money you would take to
give that willing student when he got out of high school that skill
if the school hasn't given it to him.

The thing that I'm having trouble with in terms -- although I think

there are lots of desirable things that could be accomplished by a

process/product accountability system which you have designed, the
think I'm really haviu6 trouble with is why wouldn't it be possible
for kids who are willing to go to school an additional year, if

necessary, let's say, or were willing to be tutored, if necessary--
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why wouldn't it be possible to have a system in which there was
social accountability to provide the resources that that kid at some

point, if the schools hadn't provided him with some minimum

level

of reading skills?

MR. McDONALD:

You're asking me really as a citizen what

I

think

of that type of social theory, and I say, frankly, it sounds great to
me, but I don't know all the problems in making it work.

QUESTION:

Well, let me ask you a couple specific questions.

MR. McDONALD:

And I didn't mean theory in the pejorative sense.

You're holding all of us accountable and this does go back to the
business of the sovereign in the democratic state and the sovereign
is non-sueable.

If you can establish that I'm accountable because I

voted against tax issues or something, great.

QUESTION:

Let me ask you a couple specific questions which I

think do throw light on that.

0 Technologically, is it possible to give a willing student whose
cognitive skills are within the normal range some

minimum level of

reading skills, whether you measure it by criterion reference testing or--

MR. McDONALD:

QUESTION:

Yes.

It is technologically possible?

MR. McDONALD:

Yes.

As a matter of fact, I'd say that you have

to presume that something has gone wrong if you've got evidence that
indicates the kid has no special handicaps, has normal aptitude, and
he's reading poorly.

Now, the problem is establishing what the causes are.

If you
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can eliminate the fact that he doesn't want to learn to read, which
is a funny kind of factor because it interacts with poor instruction"I don't want to read because every time I go to read I get punished"but it seems to me you could gather evidence on that.

Then the

standard ought to be any kid within a certain range of aptitude ought
to be performing within a certain kind of level, and the burden of

proof is on the people who are instructing him that he's incapable
of that.

/

'

QUESTION:

Within that light, can't you view the Peter Doe case

exactly in that light?

MR. McDONALD:

That's the way it sounds to me, but I'm no lawyer

or judge.

QUESTION:

Assuming California says, "We don't want kids gradu-

ating from high school without eighth grade level reading."

Why can't

you then go into court not so much on a fault concept, but one that
says, "Here's a kid who appears to be normal, who wants to know how
to read, and who's gotten out of the school system and hasn't got it?"

PRESENTATION BY HASKELL C. FREEDMAN, JUDGE OF
PROBATE COURT, MIDDLESEX COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS:
FORMER GENERAL COUNSEL TO MASSACHUSETTS TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION; AND FORMERLY PRESIDENT-ELECT,
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR LEGAL PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION:
"TEACHER RESPONSE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS."

MR. FREEDMAN:

I'm going to discuss teacher response and policy

implications of the topic of the conference and, in a sense, I have

a feeling that I'm here today representing Her Majesty's loyal
opposition to the theory and rationale on the line of the pending
suit of Peter Doe versus the associated defendants, including school

boards and teachers; or at least I appear as counsel for the defendant relevant teaching staff and the board of education, but without negating my primary defense of the teachers.

I am not an educator and can only discuss this case from the

roint of view of one who has been a lawyer for nearly 40 years and
for whom public education has been both an avocation and a vocation,
as a school board member for nearly 16 years, and then as counsel to
the State Association of School Boards, and later as(counsel to the

Massachusetts Teachers Association, all before going on the bench.

My judicial experience will have

no part in this presenta-

tion as the court in which I preside does not handle educational

matters, although it is quite possible that a bill of equity
seeking a declaratory judgment for other relief might be applicable, but in that event, I probably will not be able to hear it.

I plan to discuss this case in the context of the six purposes

of the conference as set forth in the brochure from the viewpoint
primarily of counsel for the defendant teachers.

Further, this case

is in a court of law for decision and not in an educational conference; therefore, principles and rulings of law are applicable and

0 they are fairly well-established.

The freedom of the discussion

available at an educational conference will not be available to the
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plaintiffs in the forum of the courts.

Also,

I

suggest that in the courts lawyers use and judges

underst:lad the Legal vocabulary and not an educational vocabulary.

Now, with respect to the critical word "accountability,"

I

suggest it would be helpful to this discussion if we all could agree
on what it means, and I seriously doubt if we can.

There are as

many interpretations or definitions of this word within the context
of this conference as there are experts in tne field.

A dictioniry

says that it is "the quality or state of being accountable, liable
or responsible," and a synonym given is "responsible."

0 In the current issue of the Harvard Law Review, Judge Irving
R. Kaufman, of the United States Second Circuit, says, "Justice
Cardozo, although himself an expert in the applicable use and manipulation of words, cautioned against the seductive lure of a wellturned phrase.

Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched for

starting devices to liberate thought and they end, often, by enslavinv,
It.

So it is, as well, with these slogans and cliches that frequently

emerge in legal vocabulary to take the place of hard thought and
analysis."

And I would substitute the words "educational vocabulary" for
"legal vocabulary" in the context of today's discussion.

It is incumbent upon me to use the word, and I will, but on
my terms.

That is, I suggest that accountability in the context

of the suit can be regarded two ways:

as legal accountability, a

situation that first assumes a legal responsibility or duty recognized by law for breach of which the defendant might be sued; and
educational accountability, which I suggest has no legal sanction
and any alleged or proven breach does not warrant monetary damages.

Educational literature is replete with discussions of educational accountability and it appears to me that the rationale

ti
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underlying this suit is that particular interpretation of the educational accountability of teachers, aside from that of the other

defendants that the plaintiff has selected, involve legal accountability, and otherwise, I submit there is no case.

I accept the proposition that teachers should be educationally

accountable, but add that to try to hold the teaching profession
solely or substantially accountable under existing conditions in our
public schools is unjust, inequitable, and an attempt to use teachers as scapegoats for the failure of the educational process.

If the te.:hing profession is to be held educationally accountable, let alone legally accountable, then there must be clear goals
for the schools based on both local values and priorities and

national purposes; and secondly, acceptance of expert judgment and
appropriate teaching and learning to achieve such goals.

It is clear that the meaning of accountability is complicated.
It requires taking into account a broad range of conditions.

It

needs to be considered in the broad context of accountability under
what conditions, accountability by whom, accountability to whom,

accountability for what actions and outcomes, accountability to What
degree and over what period of time.

I submit that without the answers to these questions, it is pre-

mature to attempt to hold teachers either legally or educationally
accountable.

In popular terms, accountability means holding classroom
teachers responsible for what their students learn or don't learn.

Among the weaknesses of this approach is the fact that teachers are
being asked to be accountable for results without having any appreciable voice in the governing of their profession.

For example,

with respect to the training, licensing, retention and dismissal of
teachers, among other factors.
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As Robert Snyder, of the NEA staff, stated in his article,
"Accountability in the Classroom," the facts of the matter are
simply that the teacher has either too little control or no control
over the factors which might render accountability either feasible
or fair.

The instant case is predicated on the theory that the defendants
are legally accountable to the defendants for the son's failure now
to adequately read and write, but it is an elementary principle of

law that in a civil case there must exist specific rights and responsibilities known to the parents prior to the start of the litigation and a breach of which is alleged as h basis for the suit.

I will now assume that I represent the relevant teaching staff
and respond to the stated purposes of this conference.

The first

is consideration of the legal arguments presented in the complaint
dated November 20, 1972.

My discussion of the legal arguments, pro

and con, is based substantially on the issues as stated in the brochure and a brief reading of the complaint which I received two days
ago after I had already prepared my presentation.

It appears, as lawyers say, that the complaint sounds in tort.

That is. that it is based upon the principles of tort law and not of
contract.
volved.

No violation of any alleged contractual situation is inThe plaintiff will have the obligation of, first, to cite

the particular constitutional provisions and statutes that the

.

fendants have violated, and for which a remedy is provided, to

,

harm or injury of the plaintiff's son, that will entitle them to monetary damages; and then, prove the facts by a preponderance of the

evidence to support their contention that their son's legal rights
have been denied or violated.

And, with all respect, I do not

believe that they will prevail.

The complaint sets forth an introduction and then alleges nine
separate courses of action, all of which, by reference, include the

introduction, state certain alleged facts and each cause of action
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containing a variation of the main theme, namely, that the defeldants are liable to the plaintiffs.

I do not question that the references to the California Education Code in the complaint are correct.

Obviously, they are.

But

I did note that Ihe complaint does not allege any pertinent sections

of the California Education Code that provide any penalty for violations of

le sections :ItiotPd.

0 Further, I question that the Federal Constitution guarantees
any child the right to a successful education.

The Constitution

does guarantee the right of equal opportunity to an education and
there is a distinction.

The Tenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution, as we know,

provides that powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people.
public educe

As the responsibility for

on was not delegated to the United States, it was

therefore reserved to the States and always was and still is a
function of state government.

I have not read the California Constitution, but I will assume
that the portions referring to education to that extent, if at all,
do not guarantee an education, although I'm not certain because, as
I said, I have not read it.

The legal arguments in support of the suit are set forth in the
brochure; namely, three essential points:

First, that their 18-year-

old son passed through the education institutions of th4wdefendants

but who, through the negligence, acts and omissions of the defendants, has been deprived of an education and the basic skills of
our society; and lastly, they seek to recover money damages for the
injuries caused by the defendants in the negligent, carelessness,
and careless discharge of their constitutional and statutory duties.
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To prove the case, I think the plaintiffs will have the hurdLn
of proving, first, establishing the law, the laws under which relief
is sought, and that violation of such laws entitle them to relief;
and then to provide by a preponderance of the evidence facts that
will support the conclusions alleged in the complaint.

I am aware that several years ago, Dr. Sandow hypothesized substantially the instant case and sent this material to 200 individuals
in the fields of law, education and government, and that 80 percent
of his correspondents forsaw such a case arising within five years
and succeeding.

I grant the accuracy of his prediction with res-

pect to the institution of the suit, but again with all due respect
to Miss Martinez and these 200 correspondents, I seriously doubt the
prediction of success.

I will pass the question of whether a demurrer has been filed
by the defendants.

I found out last night it has not been yet

because process has not yet been served upon the defendants and
after process has been served it will be in order for the defendants to reply, and they may well first reply by filing a demurrer.
For those of you who are not lawyers, that is a pleading filed by a
defendant either at the time of the filing of the answer or later,

which in colloquial language says that assuming all that is stated
in the complaint is true, what of it; that no real cause of action
is stated.

So I will assume that the case has gone past that stage and is
ready for a trial on the merits, and accordingly, will suggest
defenses that I believe are available to the teacher defendants and
not necessarily in order of importance.

The first is the defense of laches, a legal doctrine by which
one whom might otherwise be entitled to relief may be denied relief
because the person waited too long before bringing the action.

Secondly, the defense of respondent superior.
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The teachers

were not in control of the situation but were carrying out the duties
assigned by the board of education and with such equipment, supplies,
and supporting personnel as the board provided, and the board of
education should be the prime defendant, if at all.

Then, I would suggest that no constitutional provision or law
has been breached.

I have not read the California Constitution,

nor have I read the California Educational Code, which I understand
is voluminous, but I'am willing to say without having read these

documents that I doubt if there are any penalties provided for any
breach of the sections of the California Education Code relied upon
by the plaintiffs.

Next, I would suggest that the charge is vague.

Does the

California Constitution or its Educational Code define education?

Does either set forth educational standards of performance by pupils
in precise terms that a teacher knows in advance his or her legal
responsibility and the penalty for failure?

Another defense would be that the schools alone do not educate.
A child learns from the day he or she is born.

There is considerable

authority to the effect that a child's behavioral patterns are quite

well formed by age two and pretty much so by the time the child
enrolls in school.

The parents, the child's playmates, his environ-

ment, all bear upon his learning ability and capacity to absorb.
Intelligence, per se, to whatever number on the IQ scale, does not
guarantee that one will in school learn to one's apparent potential.

Motivation, emotional stability and comparable factors substantially
determine to what extent a child will learn and a teacher has little
or no control over these very material factors.

Another defense would raise the question as to whether or not
the schools make a difference.

There are substantial writings on

the question of whether schools do make a difference or to what
extent they do make a difference in a child's education.

The lead

article in the March issue of the Atlantic Monthly, by Geoffrey
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Godgsdon, carries the title, "Do Schools Make a Difference,"
the writings by Jencks, Coleman, and Pettigrew and Armor are
cussed.

So there is now a legitimate discussion ut the question of

whether schools do make a difference and, if so, to what extent.

Another defense I would suggest would be that of contributors'
negligence.

As the lawyers in the audience know, this is a doctrine

of tort law, though not applicable in all states.

if California hAs

not abolished this doctrine in tort law, then the defense can set
forth, namely, that if Peter Doe cannot adequately read or write,
then he or his parents contributed to the result and the defense
would attempt to set forth facts to support this defense.

Another defense suggested is that of sovereign immunity.
State cannot be sued without its permission.
may,

The

The California statutes

to some extent, allow some sort of suits against the State, but

1 do not doubt the ability of an appellate court to find this

defense valid here if they consider all the implications of a
favorable result, and particularly to consider that defense in connection with the other defenses.

Another defense I would suggest is that of the separation of
powers.

Education is a function of the State.

It is a legislative

function delegated to local boards, and I suggest that the judiciary will not interfere.

I remind you of Frankfurter's dissent in

the case of Baker versus Carr which related to political reapportionment of voting districts, when he urged the court not to get into
"a jungle of the political thicket," and I would suggest that the
defense would well say to the court that it is not its duty to get
into the jungle of the educational thicket.

Assuming that the case does not fall as a result of a demurrer

being sustained or a motion to strike allowed, I believe that one or
more of the defenses suggested--and I'm sure defense attorneys will
think of others - -will suffice to prevent the plaintiffs from prevailing.
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The second purpose of the conference, as set forth, is to discuss the feasibility of pursuing this action in the courts and
prospects for other related action.

There is no point in my

sugge..ting that the instant suit be dropped.

Obviously, Miss Mar-

tinezand her associates believe in the case, and expect to
differences with her on this point are not unusual.

If lawyers

did not differ with regard to outcome of disputes between partie,,,

there would be hardly any litigation and little need for courts and
judges.

I suggest that not all inequities in our society- -and certainly

Peter has been unfairly treated--are remedied by the judicial process or capable of being. remedied by the courts, and I think his case

is one that does not belong in the courts and that-the ultimate
decision will be to that effect.

As to'other possible related actions if this one succeeds, I.
can anticipate teachers or school boards suing parents for damages
because of the parental behavior or ,failure to behave with respect

to the child outside school hours that preVents the child from
properly learning in school.

Too many parents'keep children up

late nights, do not supervise, homework, get drunk, create marital

disharmony in the home to the detriment of the child's ability to
conceutrate on his school Work-, keep children out of school for
invalid

get diVorced, injure the emotional Security of the

child, etc., etc.

Not only that,- but yesterday's Boston Globe contained an item
to the effect-that the director of the Harvard University Center.,
for. Law and Education, a lawyer-and educator, last-night asked,.-for

a bill-of.rights for children and has organized a new group to be
named.The Children's Defense Fund, and said that parents 'should push

for child neglect laws that don't already'exist and push for enforcement of laws already on the books concerning children's education.

And there is a movement how, particularly in divorce

cases and custody cases, to. the point that children should be
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represented by independent counsel when their own rights are involved.

So where one or more of the conditions I enumerated above are
present,

I can imagine a child suing his parents if it's alleged

the child is guaranteed an education by the Federal Constitution,

which as I said, I'm not prepared to accept, unless what they mean
is an equal opportunity to an education.

The Gault case said that

the Bill of Rights is not for adults alone, therefore, they also
exist for the benefit of children.

So why should a child not be

able to sue his parents for the denial of his constitutional
rights?

Such a suit, in my opinion, would be no more novel than the
instant one.

Surely, parents have a responsibility to assist their

child's education or at least not to negatively interfere with it,

and a parent's failure in this responsibility to the extent their
teachers may be sued, why should not a cross-action be permitted by
either teachers or the child, or both, against parents?

Somehow

or other, I cannot conceive the courts readily accepting these kind

of suits.

0 The answer to Peter Doe's situation, in my opinion, is not to
be found in the courts, but in the several legislatures of the
states.

There is a tendency to scoff at the American public schools

today and to blame them for many ills of our society, but people
forget or ignore the great and magnificent contribution of the

common public schools of America, with all its faults, that have contributed to make our society what it is today, with its faults and
its virtues, though I say that on balance its virtues prevail.

But

today is not the time to elaborate on that point, but neither should
it be ignored.

The backbone of American education is the teacher.

Teachers

do not claim to be perfect, any more than lawyers, clergymen or the
total membership of ally group is.
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The third purpose is a consideration of the range of effects
that this case will have on the accountability mandates sweeping
the nation.

Until this case is decided in favor of the plaintiffs,

I don't see why there will be any side range of effects.

There may

well be increased discussion of accountability in the educational
arena, but that does not disturb me.

That would be healthy.

I do not foresee any legal accountability.

I

think no one can

precisely describe what education is or how it should be administered.

The world of education is always in a tizzy over one new

idea or another offered by those for or against the system in
vogue at the time.

Since 1950, I have heard the cliches, metaphors,

words--"team teaching, homogeneous, heterogeneous grouping," "8-4
plan," "6-3 plan," "comprehensive high school versus open high
school," etc., etc. --and the vogue today is "accountability."

/
/

0

There is always agitation and ferment in the educational w(X id
;,-

and that is good, and now the principle of accountability

topic

on everyone's tongue, but the discussion has all taken L'ACe in the

educational world and they are talking about educatial accountability, which I suggest is a different conce, rom legal accounta,----

bility.

I know of no comparable discussion of the legal accounta-

bility of the teaching profession in current legal literature and
1

if we are talking about educational accountability, again, I ask

precisely what are we talking about, so that we have a common understanding of the issue?

It cannot be a simple statement that because a child goes

through the public school system and cannot adequately read or
write at age 18 that all his teachers and the school board are
legally accountable for th-l.t result.

The doctrine of res ipsa

loquitur is not applicable to this kind of alleged tort action.

In any

liltrf,-if by chance the plaintiffs do prevail, I

T:3uld expect that a definition coT4Iftwimaf10elegal accountability of educators will be a product of a favorable retita.
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I

would further add that many states now, including 1.assachuse.,ts,

provide indentification of school board members and teachers when
sued on account of causes of action arising out of the exercise of
their statutory duties and professional responsibilities, and,

again, in the event the plaintiffs prevail, in such state, the taxpayers would pay the damages; and in the states that do not have

such laws, school board members will not be inclined to serve and
teachers to teach unless such laws are enacted for their protection.

The fourth purpoise is consideration of education as a process

versus education as a product.

I will not spend much time to this

point except to say that education is not a product that can be

measured, weighed, manufactured, stamped out, all according to precise standards.

To say that, is to wander with Alice in Wonderland.

0 The argument that education is a product was considered in an
article in the Saturday Review last October and the authors then
asked:

When a doctor or 11wyer performs negligently, ignoring

proper practice, he bears legal responsibility; when school boards,

administrators or teachers behave negligently in their instructional
duties, ignoring proper practice, do they bear major responsibility?
Do they bear any responsibility?

And I submit there is no analogy.

To a doctor or a lawyer, the patient or client is a one-to-one
situation.

There is much more than the teacher

Education is not..

alone involved in education.

One would have to untie the Gordian

knot to isolate the various factors involved.

The author of thet article further says that when consumer
products fail to work the manufacturer or producer bears some legal
responsibility for the failure.

When teachers fail to teach, do the

schools of education that produce these teachers bear responsibility
for their failure?

Similarly, when students fail to learn, are

those responsible for their learning--schools, teachers, publishers and purchaser: of educational materials--legally responsible for student failure?
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I would answer that, no.

0 Lastly, they say when a consumer purchases a car, there is
implied warranty from the manufacturer and his agent to the putchaser that the car will perform certain minimal functions, and if
it fails to do so, a suit will arise for a defective product.

But

I call your attention to the fact that if a General Motors car fails,
P

the offender sues General Motors Corporation.
versus the General Motors.

It is the buyer

The buyer does not sue the people who

work on the assumbly line.

In the educational situation, the teacher is an agent of the
school board of an employee of the school board and does not bear
the ultimate responsibility for the process--which I will not call
a product.

The author finally says that no one has definitive answers to
these questions since they have not yet been raised in court; however, legal cases that would raise these questions are plausible;
and he was right, because we have one; and he says that if the
answer to even one of these is yes, a certain legal decision might
alter the face of public education; aid that is quite true.

Now, to consider the political implications of this suit.

The

question can only be answered, I think, on the assumption that the
suit will be successful and that until that time I see no political
implications.

There is one suit that really held for the teacher

which is not exactly the same as this one but close to it, where a
teacher in Iowa was notified by the school board ther her contract
was terminated after she had taught in the system for ten years.
school board finally decided to dismiss her.

The

She went to the United

States Court, where the jidge said, "The specific reason given
plaintiff for termination was her professional competence as indicated by the low scholastic acccmplishment of her students on the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills and the Iowa Test of Educational Development.

A teacher's professional competence cannot be determined

solely on the basis of her students' achievement on the ITBS and
the ITED, especially where the students maintain normal educational
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growth rates."

This case is not in point but is close to it.

Assuming the

plaintiffs prevail, then I would anticipate, first, a plethora of
similar suits across the nation.

If there are about 40 million

students that attend the public schools of America and if we conser-

vatively estimate that probably 5 percent are having an unsatisfactory--which is a euphemistic word--experience, then one might anticipate 2 million parents bringing suits claiming damages.

0 It would require a political revolution in the field of public
school education.

This revolution would involve reconsideration and

analysis of the training of teachers and administrators and the

administration of the schools and a complete review and overhaul of
the present system.

It would cost potentially billions of dollars.

It would open Pandora's box and once opened it would not be closed,

and it would substantially--very substantially improve the economic
status of the American lawyer.

The next purp^se is to take a hard look at the educational

leadership from the responsibility for access to the responsibility
for results.

In the first place, I do not agree that the educational

leadership now has any responsibility for access.

The responsibility

for access flows from the power that the states have over public
education by virtue of the Tenth Amendment and the constitutional
provisions of the several states and the state statutes.
cational leadership has no responsibility for access.
no power to make children go to sdhool.

The edu-

They have

That power belongs to the

state, to the legislatures of the several states, although it is
delegated and exercised by professional educational personnel.

Accordingly, if the suit is successful, I do not see any
transfer of educational leadership responsibility for access to

educational leadership responsible for results; but, rather, a
transfer of state responsibility for access to educational leadership for responsibility for results, and that transfer does not
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make sense.

If the educational leadership is to be responsible for results,
then it should have the power to determine what students should

be admitted to the public schools and power to determine what students should be excluded.

One can analogize such a situation to

what caused the Boston Tea Party.

Taxation without representation.

0 For the reasons suggested earlier when I discussed possible
defenses to the suit--namely, that the public schools, at least in
Massachusetts, are required to admit all children, those with IQs
as law as 30, emotionally and physically handicapped children, motivated children, unmotivated children, geniuses and dopes--how

can one hold the school board and teacher accountable when in far
too many cases what the parent expects and wants the school to do
for his or her child is not always possible or consistent with the
potential of the child, which the parent usually is the last one
to recognize?

I conclude by suggesting that the suit and the questions involved
are provocative and although, if asked, I would advise against

bringing the suit, I do compliment Miss Martinez and her associates
for their imaginative and creative thinking in drafting a bill of
complaint and their willingness to institute suit.

0 I have an,appreciation of the failure of our schools in too many
cases when they should not have failed.

At the same time, one must

realize that not all children can necessarily succeed in the public
school situation; and as to the situations where the children should
succeed but do not, the fault is not necessarily always that of all
the teachers.

Obviously, there are incompetent teachers, as I said

before there are incompetent lawyers, doctors, dentists, clergymen
and what-have-you.

However, the latter situation is a one-to-one

relationship, an ad hoc situation, doctor/patient, lawyer/client,

and the person aggrieved has a remedy through professional associations or even in the courts by statutes that entitle them to relief.
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But I suggest that that situation is not true in education.

Not since Mark Hopkins sat on a log and a student sat on the other
end has there been a one-to-one situation in our public schools.
In too many of our schools there are over-sized classes, antiquated

buildings, a lack of necessary supplies and equipment, and a lack
of required supporting personnel.
for these conditions.

The teachers are not responsible

Neither should they be held responsible if

under such conditions or variables of such conditions some children
do not learn.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTION:

This suit is against the schco. board, the local

public school system, not against the teachers.

MR. FREEDMAN:

Yes, but 100 John Doe teachers are named as

defendants.

There's 100 John Does.

MS. MARTINEZ:

Not 100 teachers.

MR. FREEDMAN:

100 employees of the district referred to as

the relevant teaching staff.

QUESTION:

As against the school system, how sure can we be

that the rationality of res ipsa loquitur would never apply if
you assumed the situation where the person who's been in school all

the way through high school couldn't ever learn the alphabet,.
couldn't count to 20, and that situation had never been called to
the attention of the parents?

Wouldn't there be a basis for the

application of the doctrine of rationality of res ipsa loquitur?

This situation here is merely one of degree and we don't know what the
exact facts are.

MR. FREKAAN:

I'm not a specialist in tort law and I remember

very little of it, except from my law school days a long time ago.

What I remember of res ipsa loquitur requires that the defendant
would be in sole, absolute, independent control of the situation that
caused the injury.

QUESTION:

The defendant being not the school teachers but the

school board.

MR. FREEDMAN:

QUESTION:

The board of education.

They are to be ultimately responsible for the local

public school system.
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MR. FREEDMAN:

No, because I think the defense would be that

there's more to it than the board responsibility.
home environment.

There's the

There are many other factors that are involved

in education besides the mere five hours a day in school, and
dor't think the res ipsa loquitur doctrine applies.
learning all the time outside of school.

I

The child is

The negative factors that

may prevent him from learning in school he may have acquired outside
the school.

QUESTION:

Then they can always come back--

My understanding is one of the questions in this

QUESTION:

suit is the fact--and I don't know whether this is a fact or not-ale of the facts alleged is that the parents were never apprized
that the child was not producing, which is a different situation
than a child who can't produce.
that fact.

The parents were not apprized of

Is there not some responsibility --

0 MR. FREEDMAN:

I'm not questioning that Peter Doe has been

I'm not questioning that he got a raw deal.

hurt.

tioning that his parents got a raw deal.

I'm not ques-

I'm merely questioning

whether they have legal redress against these defendants, and that's

not the first case in our society where people have suffered harm
without being able to remedy them.

QUESTION:

I'm not a lawyer, but I understand that the Iowa

case that you mentioned, the Supreme Court found a person couldn't
be fired because results on tests were attributable to some deficiencies in that specific test, not necessarily all standardized
tests.

MR. FREEDMAN:

I didn't say that case was entirely similar

to this one here, but it did touch on it where they sought to fire
a teacher because certain children didn't perform up to the norms
that were established.
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QUESTION:

I believe you said at one point that you didn't

think this was really appropriate to be resolved Cirough the courts,
but you did allude to legislative action.
out a little?

Would you spell that

What do you think a legislature might do if

ts object

was to increase the level of learning of basic skills, say, particularly for perhaps low-income kids who are the kids who, 1D, and large,

seem to be at the bottom of the heap here?

MR. FREEDMAN:

In line with the other suggestions made earlier

today, as to methods and procedures that would more effectively
guarantee or ensure a child such as Peter to acquire these skills,
the legislature should vote the funds to implement these programs.

We are all familiar with the fact that to get money for education is
a horribly rough thing today, and you're from Massachusetts so you
know what is going on there and you are familiar with the Boston
school situation.

It's a question of money.

The legislature

provides the money and it's their responsibility, and what you're
really saying in this case is that a person, in a sense, is suing
the state.

I don't think the state will accept that kind of a suit.

The theory of sovereign immunity goes back to the old doctrine
that the king can do no wrong and when the king wants to rqke advantage
'f that position he will, or at least I think the courts will.

As a practical application, what do you think the appellate
court is going to do with this case when it hits it, or the Supreme
Court of the United States?

To find for the plaintiffs would open

up a potential of two or three hundred thousand comparable suits.
It's just unrealistic politically even to accept it.

Charles Evans Hughes, years ago, said, "The Supreme Court
follows the election returns," and there's a lot of truism there.
I would also suggest that appellate judges understand the financial
facts of governmental life.
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VOICE:

Let me offer a hypothetical opinion:

going through

your defenses, I'd say that the sovereign immunity is no defense on
a constitutional issue and that in view of the California statute
that that's not applicable here.

As far as your question with regard to respondeat superior,
find in your favor at this point, but I want to make clear that
I'm not ruling that a board of education--where a suit such as this
has been brought, a board of education may not set standards and apply
them on whether to retain or fire a teacher.

The offer of proof on the demurrer in the complaint is sufficient
for this stage in the proceedings and that would not be an objection
to letting this action proceed.

As far as contributory negligence, the child himself cannot
in this situation be charged with contributory negligence because
of his age.

As to the parents, the facts do not support an argument

of contributory negligence because they inquired into the process
and the institution did not respond.

With regard to the question of laches, we have a problem.
Let the proof be put in before we make a judgment on that defense.

We do have a problem with the relief requested, specifically
damages or in terms of money, and not in the form of declaratory or
injunctive relief.

We are aware of the cost or financial burden

which would be imposed upon the state if we were to allow all students
to recover monies without allowing boards of education the opportunity
to correct the wrongs in the system.

We come now to the particular plaintiff involved, and that is a
plaintiff who is no longer in the educational system but somebody
who has left the educational system.
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Coming back to the relief requested, we find that we coup
give money damages.

The most we could find would be that shouLi the

complaint be amended to request supplemental education programs
to be borne by the state or, for a student who is in the system,
to require declaratory relief or injunctive relief requiring the schcel
district to give some remedial relief :Ind apply the results of the

tests which they have been instituting, we do not form a judgrent
this time.

We dismiss the complaint at this time but leave the plaintitt
permission to replead with a different request for relief.

MR. FREEDMAN:

Excuse me, but boards of education alone cannot

correct the conditions because frequently boards of education are not
fiscally independent.

They are dependent upon the municipality or

other sources for their money.

QUESTION:

Isn't the State of California the defendant in this

action?

MS. MARTINEZ:

QUESTION:

Yes.

Would you believe the same if the suit was against

the school board because somebody was injured by a bus which was
negligently maintained?

Could the school board argue that the reason

that they--as a defense--that the reason they didn't maintain the
school bus was because their budget had been cut; whereas last year
they had 500 people taking care of these and this year they only have
10?

The suit would still lie, wouldn't it?

There would be no defense

that you could hide behind the legislature.

MR. FREEDMAN:

I would agree with you that the school board

would be liable, but the law of negligence of torts is clearly
established and that would not be available.
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QUESTION:

But the mere fact that they are not in ,uncro;

the situation would be no defense.

MR. FREEDMAN:

QUESTION:

They do have--

That they couldn't vote themselves the money?

MR. FREEDMAN:
transportation.

No.

They do ha\e a certain amount of money L)r 1,11,

The

They could have chosen to run fewer buses.

did notihave to run the maximum number of buses, some of whic:1 were
defective.

QUESTION:

Somewhat in line with that,

I just wonder to what

extent your objections would largely fall away if the theory were
not one of negligence and if money damages werc not the remedy
That is, to what extent are you opposed to the concept of

sought.

holding a school system accountable in principle, and to whaL extent
are you opposed to the particular formulation of this lawsuit?

MR. FREEDMAN:
teachers.

I speak here only narrowly, as a lawyer defending

As a lawyer defending teachers in the context of this case,

I think t can use and assert every possible conceivable defense.

would use every strategy and trick I have in my command to win the
case.

As a lawyer for the defendants, I'm not involved in an

intellectual discussion of the situation.
with a suit for money.

I'm not here as ner lawyer to get involved

with the educational theoretical arguments.
her from harm.
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My client is being threatened

All I want to do is save

PW.SENTAIION BY THOMAS F. GREEN, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL
POLICY RESEAFCH CENTER:

"PERSPECTIVES ON THE LANGUAGE

OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND CHANGE STRATEGIES."

MR. GREEN:
I

I'm going Co speak very briefly and very simply.

want to simply lay before you three or four claims that I hope

will place this case and the controversy surrounding it, and the
controversy that's likely to emerge--discussion of which we have
heard today--in some historical context.

I probably ought to say that I start from some assumptions.

I

start from the assumption that I feel is confirmed by my own personal
experience and the experience of others, that the world is pretty
complicated and, also, that it's likely to be, from time to time,

pretty cruel; and indeed, that it is more often than not likely to
be unjust.

I insert that because some of the things I want to say may seem
to you to be excessively hard, and to some of you, I'm sure it's
perhaps downright immoral.

But I want to make these statements

because I believe that they raise issues about the conceptual problems
that we are confronted with in dealing with this problem.

The first assertion I want to make is that success leads to
problems.

I want you to place yourselves back in a period of time

somewhat earlier than the period that Haskell has talked about or

drawn on in the way of kecedent.
of the century.

Imagine yourselves at the beginning

It seems to me extremely unlikely that this case

would arise with the same kind of social ideological persuasiveness
in 1910 as it can arise in 1970, and there are a variety of reasons
as to why this may be so.

For one thing, we have gone through a period of fantastic
growth in the educational system in this country to a point at which
it can be argued that the system thaz we spent nearly a hundred years
developing has now reached a stage of maturity.

Some people would
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say senility.

And that both the social values and the area of public

policy which led us originally to develop that system of edu,-ation

now no longer suffice to justify it.

We are, in effect, in the position

of the person who's playing the old familiar game of the "answer man."
"Here's an answer.

Tell me what the question is."

to answer to an educational problem.

We now have

It's taken us a long while

to get it and now we've forgotten what the question was.

We have a system.

The kind of motivation, social movement

that produced it was a peculiar alignment of friends of youth,

allies from business and industrial community, people within political sectors of our society which could be allied, and certainly
roughly drawn coalitions existing from the 1860's or 1870's up to
the middle of this century, which have in a sense accomplished many
of the goals that they set out to accomplish.

We are now entering into a period in which the growth of the
secondary system in the United States is going to level off.

It's

not going to grow proportionately to the size of the school-age
population any more, and as that occurs, certain things are likely
to happen.

I.et me list some of them.

First of all, what counts as an educational benefit is going
to change.

When Jefferson articulated certain notions about why

we have public education in this country he didn't really articulate
a very large system.

Three or four years of education was enough

to give you the rudiments, to give you the normal activities to
enter the social system which was the arena in which basically you
received your education, except for some kind of natural aristocracy.
He acknowledged there was an extraordinary range, if we were te6 view
it this way--an extraordinary range in the distribution of fahat

kinds of educational benefits anybody would get from going to school
and, for the most part, education wasn't lodged in schools in his
mind.
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0 As we imagine the emergence of this comprehensive secondary
system that we developed in the 20th century, reaching a point of
its climax, there's one very significant thing that is tiki:ly to
happen at about the time when you emerge into tLe last 20 p,!rcent

increase in the growth of that system, and I would suggest to vou
that one thing necessarily will happen--it happens to occur in
most countries that proximate the stage of educational development
that we have in this country--and that is that there will be a
very interesting transformation in the relationship between what
you gain socially from completing your education as over against
what you suffer from not getting it.

That is, the relative

advantages that you gain over other portions of the population by
having a high school education are going to fall to negligible
size.

The liabilities that you are going to suffer from failing

to finish a secondary education are going to grow astronomically.

To put it another way, I'll say something rather uncharitable.

When you view it from the point of view of the national or aggregate
state of the educational system in this country, it could be argued
that the reason we have a dropout

because we have lots of dropout

problem in this country is not
--because we have had fewer and-

fewer for 70 years--but we have a dropout

problem because we are

reaching the point where we don't have very many; and under those
circumstances, being one is a hell of a disaster.

It becomes a

real social liability.

That's one of the reasons why the failure to learn minimal
things within the educational system proves to be a very serious

desperate liability to an individual now, whereas it may not have
been anywhere near as serious a problem in 1920 or 1940 or even
in 1950.

Equal educational opportunity means different things as the
system expands.

It is likely to mean that it is, on the one hand,

in the early stages of the development of education in the country,

one of the first ways equal educational opportunities was interpreted
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is that you must provide some schools for every child.

If there

are some youngsters who don't have a school they do not have equal
opportunity.

Once you reach the point where there's a school for every child,
you're likely to discover that they don't all have equal services,

and if they don't have equal services you're likely to insist
that they don't have equal opportunities; and when you get equal
services you discover that they don't have equal results; and when
they don't have equal results you're going to discover that probably
the relationship between the results you do get and equal life
chances doesn't balance out.

0 So I'm suggesting that as a part of the mere historical development of the educational system there is a process whereby equal
opportunity means different things at different stages, and this
case is an expression of the fact that we are at a very advanced
stage in that process.

We are beginning to focus--whether the judge agrees or not--on
the area of social thought, policy formation, and the allocation
of public resources.

We are beginning to focus on, not the problem

of equal access, but the problem of equal results.

Similarly, one is likely to find that the issue of accountability
is going to mean different things.

I suspect that the requirement

that the schools in Massachusetts be open to everybody is not
in fact a requirement which was always there and it probably was

not a requirement that was there during the period of time when
there weren't very many youngsters.

In short, the accountability

any district or its school committee, as in that state, has to
yield to will be first probably an accountability to provide some
services to everybody.

It will eventually turn into an accountability

to make sure that there are some comparable services, and then you
will begin to get a different kind of accountability.
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We are just now, I believe, emerging into a period in history

within which the issue of accountability is not going to be inputs
but outputs.

It's going to be, for the first time, assessment on

the quality of the educational process.

Let me suggest one other kind of related observation.

it

is sometimes said that there's a problem as to what the significance
of the high school diploma is.

Here's a youngster who has a high

school diploma and it doesn't represent anything, although it's
used for certain purposes within the society.

I would suggest to

you, similarly, that one of the conditions that has to be satisfied
in order for the high school diploma to be used as a screening
device for entry into employment is that there are one whale of
a lot of people with high school. diplomas.

In 1910, if you were

running a country store and you were looking for a youngster to
help you; if ten young people applied for the position and only one
of them had a high school diploma, you wouldn't be likely to reject
him or reject the other nine simply because they hadn't finished
school.

You are not likely to do that under conditions where five

out of ten apply and only five have the diploma.

But when eight

out often come in and they have it, it's very much more '.ikely
that we would apply the diploma as a screening device.

In short, the rise of credentialism and the meaning of that
diploma as a social credential as a kind of negotiable instrument
is also very closely related to some transforming metaphors and
some changing ideas about what the value of that experience
is supposed to be.

One last observation connected with this same point.

I'm

suggesting to you, in short, that success breeds problems; that
the-drop-out problem is the consequence of the fact that we have
had an extraordinary amount of success in getting a lot of people
through the secondary system; that credentialism is a consequence
partly at least of the fact that we have had an extraordinary amount
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of success in expanding that educational system to incorporate
everybody.

One last observation about that same transformation.

It happens

to be true of every developed educational system that I know of

in the world, with one conceivable exception, that no society in
the world has ever been able to expand its educational system to
include people within the lower class or the lower income quartiles

in proportion to their numbers without first saturating the system
with people from the upper classes within the upper, Ancome quartile.

In other words, it is possible for any society, depending upon
the structure of its educational system--and then it would occur

at a different point--but it is possible to formulate a general
rule which will describe which people will benefit first, second,
third and fourth from any given expa-sion of the system.

So,

if you approach a point at which you're in the last phase, as it

were, to the completion of the secondary educational system, you're
likely to find, among other things, that the group of last completion
that I referred to will be from the lower socioeconomic groupswithin society.

Now I'm going to get to the case here in a moment, but the
point I want to make is that that seems to be an extremely
intractible element of the behavior of educational systems in
general is purely a contingent fact.

I don't see any reason in

the nature of things that that should have to be so.

Certainly

we don't assume that talent is distributed along those socioeconomic criteria.

Indeed, graduate school enrollments are in

fact distributed in exactly the opposite way.

They are predominantly

from lower middle-class and lower-class people of those family
origins.

The point I want to make with respect to the law of last
entry is that as you press on to the final stages of any educational
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system, at some point that is regarded as terminal, you're likely
to produce the problems which we have in the United States todAv
and those problems are likely to be accompanied by insistence once
more on accountability.

Success breeds problems.

By the way, let me add just one last comment.

Please note

in the process of this that the meaning of compulsory education
changes.

It changes, in fact, from a circumstance which was

originally imposed as a matter of legal obligation, as the parents
could be held accountable, and it's rather interesting that three
years ago when I did a little telephone survey, a little study in
the State of Massachusetts around Boston, trying to find out when
was the last time and what was the nature of the cases that appeared
in courts with regard to school truancy, the only ones

I could ever

find that ever really appeared in court were on the part of parents

who would be judged by any reasonable Man'to be quite competent to
educate their own children.

They were brought into court to be

held accountable for not having their youngsters show up in the
schools, whereas in the City of Boston it was easy to arrive at a
figure of somewhat over 4,000 youngsters who were out of school all
the time.

The nature and the function of the law here is anachronistic.

It had not yet kept up or transformed itself to accord with what
had become a changing social meaning of the concept of compulsory
education.

My suspicion is that you could remove compulsory

education laws completely and it wouldn't affect school attendance
very much at all.

It's not a source of your compulsion of going

to school.

The second claim I want to make is really in the nature of a

question which flows from these remarks already and that is, its
only under certain social circumstances that this case which were
dealing with today is likely to arise.
things about that.

I have already said some

What's involved in a case?

Well, people lose,
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but people have always lost.

I start with that assumptfun.

can say, as Jim Kelly did this morning, the system treats indivicuai,
badly.

Well, that's true, but, I would invite yuu to read somt

accounts of schools in the 1880's and reflect on whether they Lrc,it
the people very badly now.

That isn't likely to make a case arise, when people arc treat,.
badly or some people will lose.

I think what's likely to makL this

case arise only in certain periods and not in others is the tact

th;:t.

that completion of the secondary certificate is just damnably
crucial and the fact, secondly, that it is supposed to represent
at least some minimal level of achievement.

It is supposed to

represent at least some stage at which an individual is to be
functionally literate.

I think it's important to keep in mind that this case.deals

not with education in a very real sense, in which it deals with

,

a very concrete specific thing that can be asserted- -that is, a

reading level, a sufficient reading level to allow one to do some

very elementary things--though I would agree with what Judge Freedman
said about the nature of education, I would not agree and, indeed,

it does not seem to me reasonable to take those ambiguities and
say that the assertment is whether a person has a reading skill at
a certain level is all that difficult to fix.

It isn't that difficult

to fix.

The suit deals, in short, with minimum standards and with the
social significance of having those minimal standards.

The third claim I want to make is about accountability and I
suspect that won't be around very long as an issue.

By the way,

accountability is not'just the discussion in the educational community.

It probably wouldn't be a discussion in the educational community
at all if it weren't a hot issue in the legislatures.
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but to get, back to in

point,

S

don't thitn:

around as an issue very long because if

gnat!.. to !),

it really is a seriowi

aspect of the nature of our educational process then transtormin>1

i!

will have to go far beyond reading comprehension skills and so
forth.

It will have to go beyond those issues which are filled

with such political controversy, which are so much at the heart of
those things that are essential to education.

I doubt very much

that-accountability as a basic feature of the system that goes
beyond the determination of certain minimal standards is rikely
be a hot issue within the policy arena very long.

Let me.make one last observation..

That is, that along with

the general view that the world is, after all, pretty cruel and
unjust and complicated, I think I would also at least throw out the
following hypothesis:

There are severe limits in the degree to which

we can ever anticipate changing the distribution of achievement
either within the schools or outside of it or any way whatsoever.

There's only one movement- that-I know of in education which

really addresses itself to that problem, and that's really the
problem of accountability, and that's the mode that is sometimes
described as massive learning.

It's rather Interesting that in the

idea of massive learning everybddy can achieve the same level,

but the trouble is, ik takes them anywhere from one to five times
as long.

It's rather interesting that the standard rule of thumb

has always been distribution of achievement is about one to five.

I'm just pointing to the fact that there's something terribly
intractible about the distributional characteristics of who appears
.

at the bottom and who appears at the top in some scales of achievement:

0 I take it what this case has to do with is the demand that
there be some kind of minimal point in that distribution of
achievement with respect tb certain skills below which nobody should
be permitted to fall.

That's the issue.

It carries with it, then,

i
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the implication that it is possible to attain within the oduc.i:ionAl

process the conversion of pedagogy into a kind of technology.
is,

flint

it does carry with it the implicit assumption that there is

.1

way of providing a floor in that intractible distribution, a bottom
below which nobody will be permitted r,, fall.

I,think this is a highly debatable questionable assumption.
Imagine what would be the case, in fact, if you could find the
technique which would assure that every youngster coming out
the school would be able to read at a certain level.

L:t:

That would begin

to represent something like an extraordinarily powerful technique,
some extraordinarily powerfull device.

I'm not sure it would improve

the relative position of anybody in that scale.

I'm not sure that

the people who attain that minimal level would be any better off
in the social world around them than they are now, because any

time you can develop such a potent educational technique as to
guarantee that nobody is going to fall below a certain level in
reading skills, I'll bet you that that technique is going to be
applied by those people who are already at the top of it and the
range in the distribution of achievement is going to become extremely
great.

What I'm suggesting is that-the social problems confronted
with this--the social difficulty--the nature of the disaster, the
nature of the harm that was done to this young man, is probably
not going to be improved--is not probably going to be met and is not
probably going to be remedied by the introduction of such a
technical skill, such an improvement in pedagogy.
unfortunate.'

I think that's

I don't see that, in short, as a solution to the

issues.

Let me make one last quick observation.

That is, I don't

think it should be lost sight of and I think it has been lost

sight of that there are some things in the story of this case
which are just plain wrong.
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If there's no redress for just plain

incompetetwe, stupidity, laziness, et,., on the part of pt,p1.

within the educational system, then
th.

I

think we have got

IL

4o i.

point of fuoking for a mode of accountability in an era wIt!.in

wnih our whol2 language about education is going to chnng,.
arc going to go beyond that.

We art: going to have to bv:Ii:1

new legal metaphors, new legal arenas within which the language

can be tested, some new language that is going to eventually
transform what law will admit.

This seems to me is what in the long run uf history is wht
goes on within the courts and within litigation.

I hope this is not taken as an uncharitable remark, nut as
the judge was talking I was reminded of my acquaintance with a good

many people in legal colleges, in law colleges around the country,
and the fact that I'm extremely impressed always with the certain
intellectual quality that they represent, which is the disposition

to define a problem first of all very specifically, which is A
marvelous thing because it makes you think concretely about the
issues; but, secondly, their incapacity to look very far back into
pre;:edent to be impressed.with the fact that there may be brand
new ways of taking a look.

There may be, in fact, new precedents.

There may be new metaphors that are constantly emerging in the law,
new metaphors and new analOgies under which redress might be sought.

I have in mind specifically the things Susanne said this morning
about the teacher who commanded a certain book to a youngster

because she liked the material in it, even though she knew he
couldn't read it.

That is really stupid from the educational viewpoint.
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DISCUSSION

QULSTION:

One of

the interesting point. s v u wire mar;:lq.

the beginning has a lot to du with where we are and what w,
You were talking about the development of systems and
developed a secondary system.

we

Maybe as a class amen naLit:p4,

may have, but then, going back to the individual, I'm not

t

4.

_,tire

that we have develbped within this group here.

Unfortunately, ESEA made the assumption that there was a high:v
developed system and, therefore, that what

as necessary was

remedial programs without considering whether anything had been
developed in the first place.

This is what we often get hung up in,

examining where we are in the development process and maybe redelinin
for further development as opposed to coming in and saying that we
need remediation without even really having a system of development.

MR. GREEN:
you're saying.

Let me just make one poin In connection with whit
That is, that when I say a fully developed syster,

I'm saying that for a long, long while in this country the motivatin4
force, the ideology, the sort of basic fundamental beliefs that led
to the development of that system of comprehensiva institutions

was one that tne benefits of those are to be accomplished by
everybody attaining a certain level; and that was predicated on
the assumption that in a previous period of history it was dis,:avereo

and has been asserted repeatedly since then that attaining at that
level brings certain differential benefits to you subsequently in
life.

Now, there are two assumptions involved in that general value
iv ideological position.

One is that everybody should benefit fromc

the same educational system as those who had previously benefited
from it.

Once you accomplish that, you will have destroyed the

basis upon which that policy was implemented because as soon as
everybody goes through it there won't be any differential benefits.
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S.

So when I.-say there's a mature system, I'm not suggesting '_!;at

there's a mature flexibility and an elaborate infrastructure or
administrative system.

I'm suggesting only one thing, and it's

quantitative' and it has to do with attainment.

That is, that the

reasons within the American culture, within the American society,
for the constant 'expansion of secondary education were reasons which

had to do with access and attainment and it was assumed throughout
that certain benefits would'flOw.

Once you reach the point. where those benefits are no longer
available- differentially to those who .finish the system, you've got

to turn yourselves to the problems of control.

It's the natural next

step..

So I would agree with you that ESEA did assume that there was a
manageable system or it could be strengthened.

QUESTION;

MR. GREEN:

I'm,thinking of'Title I particularly.

All right.

You're reiterating, in a sense, the

development of. the thesis I' was making.

Another way of putting it

is to say that once you reach a certain stage, at least within the
American scene, the fundamental question now becomes what is it that
these institutions are good for?

Are they good for their results?

Are they good because of .the nature of the process within them?

are they good for?

What

I think that's a fundamental transformation that

will occur.

QUESTION:

I hear you saying two things.

First, that in a

relative sense, there's always going to be a bottom quarter and
that even though one might raise the floor there's still going to
be people that in terms of achievement are going to be in the bottom
quarter, and the social disadvantages of being in the bottOm quarter
may.not-be,much affected by moving the floor.
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Second, in this particular case, it's really pretty outrageous
that we don't have a floor that is high enough to support Peter Doe.

Now, what I'm wondering is, if-you were advising a legislator-taking this out of the context of ,the court for the moment--what
would you think- about a legislative floor which implicitly said,

"Whatever else we do with our edudational resources, we are going
to make sure we have spent enough to. give someone the literacy to

read, not the New York Times perhaps, but the New York Post."

Could you speak to the social issue and the economic issue o.1
.whether this would be a very rational,thing 1.:o do?

MR. GREEN:

Well, first of all, let Me- clarify one thing.

I'm not saying that its unfortunate that Peter Doe has the level
of reading that he has.

What I was saying is, what seems to me an

absolutely intoleable condition to have to put up with is the
incompetence in the system that Susanne described.

In other words,

I'm saying I don't believe,' frankly-1'm not optimistic about the
possibilities of improving the position of people at the bottom in
that distribution, but surely, nobody should have to put up with
the stupidities and .the incompetence of the kind she described, and

I think That's part of what Jim Kelly was talking about.

Now, with regard to the legislator asking what do you do to
affect the bottom of that, I would frankly say two things.

One,

I would not necessarily buy the assumption that it ought tobe done
by the schools, since,r after all, the assumption that somehow the

school system is the mode of education is part of what has produced'
a lot of these problems.

So I would encourage them to explore

what some other assumptions are and then, secondly, I suppose I
would encourage them to explore what the technical difficulties\.
are in those other assumptions.
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0 QUESTION:

1f

I could just focus a minute on the employment

sector and assunc that the social aspects of education relate only
to employment, would you think it would be fair to say that as
the job market generally becomes mor2 sophisticated and the demands
more sophisticated, skills that th2 education system defined,
however broadly, as appropriate ought to move in some kind of lock
step; that is, at least the lower quartile of those coming out of
the education system ought to be eligible for the lower quartile of
jobs in terms of their sophistication; and the social problem .occurs

when they tall out of sequence or out of synchronization, where those
in the lower quartile coming out of the education process can't even
reach the lower quartile of jobs?

I(

seems to me that's one way to view the two historical

trends.

MR. GREEN:

As a general principle, I would regard that as

one of the conditions under which you would say the system is
relatively just in its dis.:ribution of whatever goods it distributes,
in this case, certain skills.

QUESTION:

I agree with you.

And I suppose the only other thing is whether the

education system, in determining who falls into which quartile end
of the process, merely engrave in stone the situation it first
comes to grips with; that is, if you can take the lowest quartile
by socioeconomic factors and assume they are going to wind up in
the lowest quartile at the end of the education process, then what
the process has accomplished is at least limited.

MR. GREEN:

Yes.

There are two assumptions you're making.

1 would agree that would be a better system.

It would be a better

match between the educational system and the employment sector,
I would agree.
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There are two assumptions you're making, though, that 1 would
want to seriously examine.

I don't know what the answers are.

One of them is, is it necessarily the educational system that shuuld
be charged with the responsibility of making that match?

I think

that's an open question.

0 Secondly, the other question I have is whether or not in
fact the assumption that those levels of skills are necessarily
more sophisticated.

I'm terribly impressed, living in central New

York in a rural area, knowing what I do about the level of sophistication and the certain knowledge that people had in 1840 about things
that practically nobody knows about today.

What goes under the

heading of increasingly sophisticated skills is very often simply
a displacement of certain skills for others.

The old skills used to be learned very often outside the
schools, provided by the society in certain other ways.

point out again, I repeat, that being a dropout
50 percent of the people are dropout

Let me

in a society where

is no real problem because

what that means is that the society is obligated somehow to provide
alternative activities to being in school and providing those
alternatives is likely, even willy-nilly, to provide chances for
people to increase their skills.

It did happen that way.

But by assuming that all of these things somehow must be
lodged in the education system and that the expansion of that
system is the way in which you do it, you do all kinds of things
to the relationship between the school and the rest of the society
simultaneously, and that means then that you have to rethink what
that system is for operationally, and that's where I see these kinds
of cases serving to force us to reexamine where, by what means, by
what institutional devices, we seek to accomplish the balance
between skills and employment and lots of other things, too, that
we were seeking originally.
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QUESTION:

I guess I'm just reacting in part to the notion

that increasingly is being aired, that let's not glamorize or put

into more favorable light the way the public schools used to
operate, because They have always been bad and, as you point out,

maybe they were worse; but my only feeling is that maybe we have to
view the grocery store clerks of 40 years ago as the computer
programmers of 10 or 20 years from now.

Maybe those will be

society's menial jobs, but obviously at a somewhat higher level of
sophistication.

MR. GREEN:

Why do you say "a higher level of sophistication?"

Who were the second generation computer programmers?

First generation

computer programmers were engineers or mathematicians, but the
second generation were people who couldn't have possibly had any
training in it.

How did they do it?

They couldn't conceivably have

done it through the schools or any educational institution.

What I'm suggesting--I keep hammering away at this--don't get
the idea that the minimum is somehow more sophisticated and therefore
somehow should be done within the school system.

I don't know

that that's any more sophisticated than all kinds of things that
people used to learn 100 years ago.

I'll agree that the require-

ments of those roles, of all kinds of adult roles, do change.

0 There is an argument, in short, that I don't know if anybodythat really holds to except people in education, and that is that
as the society develops, becomes more complicated, becomes more
organizational, etc., more technologically oriented, the skills
required are more sophisticated and therefore they require more
education.

I can't think of a shred of evidence to justify that, but

I can see an awful lot of public interest or self-interest on the
part of people who say this.

Take another hypothesis, another one that was mentioned today.

Why not have the society provide some legal claim to reach a
level, some kind of minimal level, in a year or two after completion
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of high school?

My answer to that is, if you can do it in 13 years,

why can't you do it in 12; and if you can do it in 12, why can't
you do it in 11?

What's so magic about 12 years, to begin with'

This kind of problem, where you meet the minimum standards
and what that means must be divorced from the idea of completing
secondary education is what I'm trying to get at, and, therefore,
these issues don't all get lodged in the system.

They have gut to

be examined in the light of what other institutions can contribute.

QUESTION:

An important assumption underlying a lot of

statements you're making was the normality of the normal curve.

Per-

haps most people are aware that it's really called the curve of
error except in distribution of high ground.

One of the statements you made is if we raise the minimum
threshold of learning you will still have a long dispersion of
people over a long route, but that's not necessarily so.

MR. GREEN:

QUESTION:

No, it isn't necessarily so.

By individual instruction they found differential

effects.

Guys behind in learning and slow learned a lot from that

program.

Kids who were bright to start with were bored and didn't

make any improvements.

In the study in Virginia the kids far behind

did not make fantastic gains but that same treatment was very
effective for retarded kids.

So you're talking about a very potent powerful technology or
technique which may not have the same effects and just maintain
that normal distribution.

It's po3sible it may only have effects

for certain kinds of people at certain stages.

The most important

point about mastery learning is that it reduces variances.

It

reduces that spread, not that it perpetuates it merely at a higher
level.
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MR. GREEN:

Yes.

I have argued in other places at other times

that if you were to narrow the range of the distribution of achievement you would have to have some kind of pedagogy which is selective
with respect to the population that works with some but not with
others, and I realize there are a variety of things on the horizon
that would appear to have that feature..

QUESTION:

One of the things about money damages is that it's

meant as a compensation and it gives you something that you can
do with as you want.

That means that the people who get money

damages, if they have them, can go on the outside and either take
them to try to get this learning or to use it for other things that
satisfy them.

One of the things you might promote by this kind of framework
of looking at problems would be to have more learning on the outside.

It seems to me that looking at the problem that way suggests that
what really, these kinds of plaintiffs are looking for is a bigger share
of adult goodies.

They want to get more from the society in their

adult lives, and what we're really talking about is trying to get
some redistribution of income, either in cash or other kinds of
adult benefits.

It seems to me that people who come out at the

bottom are saying, "We don't like that."

I think that if Paul's

state of events occurred in the system that was able to match the
bottom quartile with the bottom quartile of jobs, people would still
be here complaining that that is not sufficient for us, "We want
higher wages for our jobs and more taxation of the people at the
top."

I think really this kind of case should be viewed as part of
this kind of income redistribution effort.

MR. GREEN:

It might woll be.: I don't dispute your judgment

about the outcome.

I began by saying I believe the world is

pretty intractible and complicated 4nd unfair and unjust and,
a lot of people, cruel.
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I waat to, however, emphasize one thing

that Susanne said in her` discussion this morning that really
impressed me.

That is, quite apart from this argument or the

argument as to the efficacy of education for effecting any kind

of redistribution of income or any of these other issues, to have
no recourse against the kind of behavior of persons within a
bureaucracy she's talking about seems to me a serious, serious
deficiency and a serious difficulty in the system of justice.

I'm not really commenting on your point.

I'm just trying to

suggest that there's another aspect of the case.

It could be

viewed as a portion, as a step, as a contribution, in the effort
to redefine the language, the concepts that we use in talking
about educational goods.

It could be viewed as a part of a social

movement looking toward certain effects on redistribution of income.
It can also be viewed in another light, it seems to me, as a case
that drives home to us the problem of having no redress against
incompetence, stupidity, sheer laziness, and a variety of other
things.

So I think there are a lot of ways of dealing with it.

0 QUESTION:

I think you're right and I think it's very useful

for you to point out that there are two kinds Df objectives that
people might have in pursuing these actions; the output objectives
and the elimination of unfairness objectives.

It's confused

because they are put together in the same suit, or the way the people
are measuring whether they occur or not seem to be by the same kind
of standard.

I think it's very holpful to, as you have, try to separate
these as different kinds of things, and you might well find much

more presentday judicial acceptance of this kind of effort if
it's directed at the point you're talking about more clearly,
because that's rather more conventional thing.

The courts know how

to deal with administratively arbitrariness.

MR. GREEN:

Yes.

That's very helpful.
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QUESTION:

I personally thionk that we probably have 25 to

50 percent--we could reduce the cost of education by that much

and get what we're getting if we didn't require excessive
credentialing, pupils to finish and so on.

was going to ask, do you think it would be feasible to try
paying pupils to finish school earlier?

MR. GREEN:

QUESTION:

MR. GREEN:

Feasible to try what?

Paying pupils to finish school earlier.

I don't think you have to.

You look at the

average daily attendance rates at least in the schools in New
York--I don't know about New York City because the average daily
attendance levels aren't very high, but in the best academic high
schools as well as the most difficult ones in Central New York, the
absentee rate is enormous at the 12th grade.

As a matter of fact,

I think as a matter of observation, what the social process is
that we're undergoing right now--I think grades 11 and 12 are
becoming inactive.

QUESTION:

People are leaving them.

I agree.

They're not around.

I have an example because some of my

family is now in the New York City schools, and the absenteeism
is fantastic.

But that's still not responsive to my queStion.

If

we were to say to the student in the 9th grade, "If it takes you
four years it's going to cost us so much.

If you do this in two

years, we will set up some kind of standard and you will get so
much that goes into your college kitty or whatever kitty you're
going to do later and so much will go to the teachers and so much
will go back to the schools."

MR. GREEN:

I think that'a a terrific idea.

There's another

option that I propose, one of the things that Stuart explored at

an earlier time, and that was the development of a legally
defensible claim upon the society after the fashion of social
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security for certain number of years of education and public
expense without regard for the sequence in which it's taken.

So

it would be quite conceivable that many people might get lour or
five or six years of college at public expense, having left high
school early and done something else and come back at a higher
level.

My own judgment is that that could be financed almost out

of the Social Security account by regarding it, indeed, as
insurance against which you can borrow against future earnings
which would repay your account in social security.

So there's a lot of techniques for trying to bust the sequence
of that system.

I think that when that's done the educational

opportunities for Peter Doe will be improved.

I'm not sure that

his performance will be improved by that.

QUESTION:

Can I pursue just one more step.

I think, to some

extent, the public schools suffer from advice from professors who
don't apply it in their own institutions, even though it is
perfectly appropriate.

It seems to me this is one area where it is

perfectly appropriate, where you can say it costs us so much public
money to put a student through college and we can say, "If you do it
in two years instead of four, we'll give you some of the savings
from what it would have cost us if you had taken four years."

On excessive credentialing we have the same kind of problem.
In the City of New York where we have an enormous number of kids

coming in and in their second and third year of college and they
can't read or write any better than this other kid graduating
from the San Francisco schools.

So you see any of these things as being applied to college
before K-12 to increase their credibility at the K-12 level?
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VOICE:

There was a lawsuit where a couple of students sued

Columbia on the grounds there was a sentence 1n .the catalog that

said that the trustees shall provide to this university-wisdom and

knowledge, and these students said that "We took courses but w
no wisdom and knowledge."

And the guy argued this in court.

got

He

agreed the guy didn't have any wisdom or knowledge, but he did not
choose to blame the board of trustees for it,

0 QUESTION:

Are we going to go back and advise the students

at our institutions to sue the place if they don't learn, or is
that something we just advise public school students to do?

MR. GREEN:

I wouldn't advise either one to do it.

I find

myself in a very mixed position with respect to Susanne's case.
It seems to me the value of this is that it really forces you to
examine, as a case always does in a concrete setting, exactly
what the intricate logical social reasoning is, and in that process
it helps us to reformulate the ways in which we use language to
describe benefits, rights, powers, duties, etc.
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PRESENTATION BY HARRY HOGAN, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY:

"POLITICAL AND

LEGISLATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON THE EMERGING ACTION."

MR. HOGAN:

It's late in the day so I'll try to be brief.

Essentially, what we have addressed today is the problem of
change.

How do we accomplish it in an era in which there's general

dissatisfaction with education.

Despite the kind of progress-

generally that Tom Green has described, there is a great deal ci
4

dissatisfaction.

It's deep and it's widespread and it's expressed

in this lawsuit.

If we're going to accomplish change in our society, we have
two main routes available to us.
other is judicial.

One is administrative and the

Increasingly, since World War II, th2 courts

have undertaken a responsibility for making board social changes.
There are advantages and disadvantages with either route.

We have heard the presentation by Susanne Martinez on her
complaint to the Court for a judicial remedy.

We had a presentation

by Fred McDonald on a program for accomplishing change administratively
in the City of New York.

The two provide an interesting contrast-

very much so.

If the general problem before us is how to accomplish change,

the specific problem is how to impose a responsibility upon an
educational. system for producing or accomplishing a minimum level of
reading skill.

That's really the precise, simple problem that

Susanne's complaint is addressed to.

If you attempt to solve that kind of problem administratively,
in the manner described by Fred McDonald, you are using a pretty

sophisticated, tentative, difficult to follow, cautious way of
handling the facts.

It is based on a great respect for the

ultimately obdurate nature of reality and for the difficulties in
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our understanding it.

For example, he is suspicious of the

accuracy and usability of literacy tests.

He is hopeful that h,ttet

tests can be developed, but is critical generally of the tests
that are now available across the country.

Fred suggests an administrative procedure by which the institu-

tion itself would develop selfimposed standards.

Teachers, the

schools, districts, boards of trustees, each one would undertake a
role of responsibility in a process for developing working goals for
themselves.

They would not be accepting an outside standard imposed

on them under any system of philosophy which had absolute values.

In that administrative system of handling change, there's an
inevitable ambiguity regarding responsibility.

An outsider or a

third party or a beneficiary who t links himself abused has really

great difficulty in identifying the precise person to hold responsible,
i.e., in legal terms the defendant he wants to move against.

So what you have in that administrative process is a recognition
of difficulties in manipulating the real world and the creation of a
process to meet those difficulties which distributes responsibility
generally, and which tries to create a consensus moving everyone

cautiously toward agreedupon goals.
Now, what we have in the judicial process is a different kind
of an instrument entirely.

It disregards consensus, and tries to

focus responsibility on particular defendants as individuals or
categories.

There are two kinds of approaches to the problem legally.

One is to impose a kind of absolute responsibility for the product
if you want to call it that.

Generally you would look, for the

authority for the imposition of that responsibility, to the
Federal Constitution, its due process clauses and the equal opportunity
clause, or to the state constitution and analogies to those clauses
that might appear in it.
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This kind of judicial constitutional approach, has been used
and been successful in various relatively simple situations.

lt's

given us equal access to schools through the desegregation decisions,
and tracking decisions, and it's been used to require equal
expenditure per capita in school systems.
that, this technique is useable.

For simple goals Ince

Where used, it compels absolute,

uncompromising change, or change as nearly absolute as is possible
to mortal man.

In addition to the constitutional grounds, there are other
grounds which support a lawsuit ir, the more traditional sense of

providing remedies for the individual plaintiff.

These other grounds

which impose a duty on defendants can be found in common law, in the
statutes and in regulations.

In this instance, Susanne's complaint

is based on this set_ ad category of declared duties, essentially

common law and statute, rather than on a constitutional argument.

0 The difficulty in effecting change in a non-constitutional
fashion is, that, even if the lawsuit is won, it's possible for the
defendant to meet the necessity of court-ordered change with relatively
minor changes in administrative practices.

What you accomplish if

you win is that the lawyers for the school districts make some changes
which leave the system essentially as it is but create the legal
defenses which make it possible to defend the next lawsuit.

If you're going to use the judicial technique to accomplish
the change, you've got a number of kinds of lawsuits that are possible,
a number of weapons in the legal armory.

A suit for negligence,

which is essenfially what Susanne's complaint is--that suit can
either state a general duty and failure to perform, or specific duty
and failure to perform.

A good deal of the questioning addressed to Susanne this morning
was an effort to uncover specific responsibilities, specific duties,
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specific failures to perform.

Specificity in the complaint, of

course, imposes a burden of proof on the plaintiff, and indicates the
kind of defense that the Defendant must offer.

There are other lawsuit possibilities which we didn't describe
in this morning's colloquy.

They include a suit for a judgment

declaratory of the law, possibly coupled with a request for specific
performance.
contract.

They include also the possibility of a suit in implied

Specific performance is I think of interest in terms of

.e questions addressed to Tom Green.

For example, it might

accomplish the imposition of a responsibility on the school district,

to provide or pay for the remedial reading costs that would otherwise
have to be incurred by Lhe plaintiff.

As Judge Freedman described it, there are a number of defenses
which affect the tactical decision on how you want to proceed.

You

Will recall that Fred McDonald described, from a non-lawyer's point
or view, what seemed to him the great difficulties in establishing
,:ausal relationships.

Essentially, the law, expressing the belief

of our Western civilization in rationality, is an effort to order
society by establishing causal relationships.

The kind of concern

that Fred expressed philosophically is expressed technically in the
law by requirements of proof, and the recognition of defenses such
as those which the judge described.

So defenses would be:

first that there is no duty expressed

in the law or statute; secondly, that even if there is a duty,

there's no evidence that would support a conclusion that the
plaintiff's condition is the result of anything that the defendants
did or did not do.

You will notice here that you come up immediately against the
possibility that there's an absolute liability on the part of the
defendant in the sense that if you allege that this plaintiff is
not able to read; and if the defendant has an absolute liability
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to have prepared him to read, then you have carried the plaintiff's
burden of proof.

However, I would be inclined to agree with Judge

Freedman that a court would be most reluctant to accept an absolute
liability theory.

In the absence of absolute liability, the plaintiff will face
a difficult problem of proving causal relationship.

A special form

of defense in law is termed "contributory negligence."

I

think it

is bound to give Susanne all kinds of trouble in this case.

What

she will have to do really is defend this plaintiff's life, his
parents, his home situation, and everything about him against the
attack that somehow or other he, himself, or other parties are
responsible for the condition he finds himself in.

The allegations of school misrepresentation to the parents
about the boy's ability to read, I think, would be difficult to
handle.

Judge Freedman didn't address himself to them particularly,

but the parents here had to be pretty much aware that the boy had
a problem.

A misrepresentation that contradicts known facts does

not carry much weight.

To be legally meaningful, the misrepresenta-

tion must be shown to have caused a change of position of the plaintiff
to his damage.

If the parents, although aware of the problem did nothing,

then they face a laches defense.

They had a duty to act.

Susanne

will have to meet that kind of attack.

Independently.of the apparent lack of any statutory basis for
stating a cause of action, that is, a duty and a failure to meet it,
we are forced by the causal problem back to the position which Judge
Freedman found so difficult to maintain; and that is, absolute
liability.

In other words, we come to the conclusion that the case,

if it rests on the statutes or on the regulations, encounters causal
problems which are almost impossible to meet; and then, of course,
we are back on an absolute liability position based on a constitutional
interiretation of the due process or equal opportunity clauses.
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Judge Freedman also had difficulty with the damages problem
inherent in a negligence action.

In this case, the plaintiff is

asking for a million dollars in damages and that presents almost an
impossible problem for any judge.

The theory that the imposition of

damages is a socially effective way to accomplish change is based
That is,

upon what in criminal law is called "deterrent efficacy."

if this defendant has to suffer through the payment of a damage
penalty for failure to teach this plaintiff to read, other prospective
defendants will be deterred' so that they will exert themselves to
teach all students to read.

The difficulty here, of course, is that you might just have the
opposite result.

If this plaintiff here makes anything like a

million dollars through his inability to read, then refusal to
learn to read would be a short route to financial success for most
anybody.

Therefore, you come out with a socially undesirable result

in terms of what you want to accomplish.

Regardless of that kind of consideration, what you would
certainly have is the imposition of tremendous costs on the
educational system, which inevitably would involve the diversion
of money from educational goals to the satisfaction of damage claims
for a particular individual.

There are other difficulties with giving Control of the change
process to the judiciary.

For one thing, you have an adversary

proceeding with only a limited number of parties involved in which
you're going to attempt to obtain a radical change in the way society
is handling a problem.

This contrasts with the legislative technique

of extended hearings open to the public where everybody can appear
and make an argument; in turn the legislative process is part of
the larger political process, with elections, campaigns and the
general public colloquy.

The colloquy possible in the judicial arena is much, much more
limited.
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It is conceivable, of course, that the judge may have

wisdom superior to the rest of us, but even so he runs the danger
of imposing what may be only the transient wisdom of the moment upon
society in a peculiarly rigid form, particularly if he bases his
decision upon constitutional grounds rather than the statutory
That kind of rigidity can be reflected first in problems

ones.

that have to do with acceptance now by the judge of standards of
performance which may be totally unacceptable five to ten years
from now; and

secondly, in the imposition by him on the system of

costs which would then have to be met by the school districts
either in reallocation of resources within the educational arena
by diversion of money from other costs, such as salaries, or guidance
counselors or whatever, to the meeting of this kind of a priority,
or in the acceptance of additional educational costs.

Such a

decision is really a reallocation of resources from other social
needs.

In other words, you will have a kind of arbitrary, onesided intervention by wise men perhaps, if judges are such, into
a very difficult

priority allocation process which traditionally

our society has left to legislatures.

That tradition was expressed

by our ancestors at the time of the Revolution in the words "No
taxation without representation."

There are possibilities of other suits against other defendants
which I will mention briefly.

Somebody mentioned suing parents.

To sue parents would be to move against the trend, which by and large
is to transfer responsibility from parents to states, but certainly
parents have always had a responsibility for the education of their
children.

In modern times, that responsibility tends to deteriorate

into one of a responsibility for bare attendance of children at
school.

In common law, parents have a responsibility to provide
necessaries to their dependents.

Necessaries include food, clothing

and shelter, and possibly the provision of education.

The issue

has come up in divorce suits particularly--dependent children at the
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age of majority whether it is 18 or 21 can remain a responsibility
of the divorced father for support for higher education.
will recognize that kind of responsibility.

The courts

If so, then conceivably

the plaintiff here might have a right of action against his parents.

0 There are effectively, then, two kinds of possibilities in
terms of social techniques for accomplishing change.

The kind of

approach that Fred McDonald described, the administrative, which
if you were to use words which would describe it, you'd say was
tentative, constantly under juajment, probing, with no final
conclusions, with a distribution of responsibility, very much
concerned with process, very unsure regarding standards or goals,

where you set tentative goals but reconsider them and reset them.
Judge Freedman's analysis of the limitations of the judicial process
indicated concern for the kind of reasoning process that makes that

cautious, flexible administrative decisionmaking attractive.

Judge Freedman talked about our system of separation of powers.

Our whole system is based on a belief that it's very difficult for
mortal men to be sure of the truth--men are fallible and they make
mistakes and they are prone to err--we all live, in the old religious
sense, under original sin.

The idea being that if absolute knowledge

is not available to us, then what we have to live with is the
necessity of using the best information we have and changing our
decisions as more information comes in.

It's on that kind of

empiric nominalistic epistemology, that the Founding Fathers
constructed the political system set forth in our Constitution.
Judge Freedman and Fred McDonald are agreed on its high value.

It

contradicts the kind of reasoning process that you have to demand
of a judge in this situation.

Such a demand asks a judge to assume

the burden of responsibility for wisdom beyond his ability to assess
present information or to predict future information.

Nevertheless, to return to what Susanne told us initially,
what Susanne is asking for here is essentially a very limited
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thing, that this school district accept responsibility for giving
this young man an ability to read at a minimum level.

I think what will probably happen over the next,few years is
the courts around the land will face this same problem.

Some will

reject it and some will accept it, perhaps in tentative fashion.

They will be testing and probing to see whether it fits in the same
category as equal access, equal per capita distribution of money,

the kind of thing which the Supreme Court and the judicial system
has carried us into since World War II.

There's probably a little less enthusiasm now, in the first
third of the '70's, about judicial assumption of that kind of

responsibility than there was in the period immediately after World
War II.

So it's probable that if this responsibility is accepted

by the courts it will be done in much less absolute fashion.

Probably it will be cut back, related not to a constitutional
provision, but more probably based upon statutory interpretation.

In summary, if you go the statutory route, not only do you
face the problems of establishing legal duty, failure to meet that
duty, and including causal relationships, meeting the defense of
contributory negligence which are very, very tough, but you also
give the school district the chance to avoid the duty that the judge
points out, because it's then possible for the legislature and the
school district to change their standards to accommodate to the
decision.

If you go the constitutional route, no flexibility is
possible.

What you receive from the judge then comes down as from

Delphi or from the Papal curia.

'It's inflexible and total.

So, in conclusion, what I'd say is that the judicial technique
offers some possibility for change but that it's an extremely
difficult one to handle.

There are lots of dangers associated with
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it, as illustrated by our current experience with the courts in
regard to desegregation.

a
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DISCUSSION
QUESTION:

I'd just like to point out one of the things we

were talking about last night.

There is a possibility of an

amalgamation of the two approaches.

That is, the suit on behalf

of the individual on the one side, and the kind of voluntary
administrative change on the other, which is a suit on behalf
of a class of kids in any given system which class is not learning
to the minimal level, and then to try to establish that.

Whether

or not there are remedies for any, particular child, there are

institutional structural remedies that may be available for the bulk,
if not every member of the class; and that what the system is doing
now is not working and that there, a court could conceivably go the
next step of ordering the system to experiment with one of several
other models which we do present evidence on and have a reasonably
good likelihood of success for a large group of people.

That's something we talked about at some depth last night and
something I'm particularly interested in.

MR. HOGAN:

A suit such as Gary suggests would be a class

action asking for a declaratory judgment, and probably for specific
performance by the school district in providing some service, and
it has great tactical advantages.

For one thing, it dissipates, diffuses, mitigates the problems
that the plaintiffs' attorney will face in regard to contributory-

negligence because you don't have to expose one plaintiff to a"
constant attack on his whole background.

You've got a class of

people who have common characteristics and you can defend those
characteristics as being logical, but you don't face that contributory negligence problem.

Secondly, you don't confront the judge with the money problem
that a damages suit imposes on him.

If you don't have the money

problem, what you're really asking him to do is to pinpoint and
and recognize a precise wrong and to confine his remedy to that
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precise wrong, which simplifies the plaintiff's problem, it seems
to me, tremendous in terms of what he can hope co persuade
the judge to do.

QUESTION:

I just want to make one other comment on the

contributory negligence.
there.

I think there's a very interesting issue

An awful lot turns on how you formulate the burden.

would concede perhaps on behalf of the individual plaintiff,

I

if

I

had to, that his home environment, for example, may not have been
ideal for his learning or his parental situation may not have been
ideal for his learning or his neighborhood situation may not have
been ideal for his learning.

All of these things might have made

it more difficult for this child to learn than for some other child.
I would just concede that at the outset and I'd eliminate, in effect,
contributory negligence.

But what I would turn around and say then, notwithstanding
whatever debilities he brought into the system, I can prove to the
court that if the system treated this kid or somebody else who

was basically like him differently, with his native ability that
we can demonstrate, he would, to a virtual certainty, have learned;
and the converse of that, that the way they did treat him, in fact,
was a very major factor in why the kid did not learn.

0 I think if you can show that with the individual or for the
group, that even with the disabilities the kids can learn, then you
kind of shift the burden over to the system, and it seems to me
you may have anticipated and dealt with in advance the contributory
negligence argument.

QUESTION:

I'm puzzled at the way you defined the issue.

It

seems to me a school system might be more negligent because
relatively bright kid is only performing at an average level
than it might be if an average kid can't do as well.

Beyond that,

I have the feeling that the possibility, if this lawsuit were won,
is that it might be a disaster for education.
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Maybe that's

desirable.

I have a feeling that possibility hasn't been considered.

Let me explain why.

If you take something like certain contagious diseases where
there are certain technical bases known and through the political
process we say we're going to wipe it out, and then if a kid gets
a contagious disease because of the negligence of a public health
officer, the basis for suit would seem to me to be quite clear.

A person would have a rather definable claim and the obligation of
the public agency and the technical basis for their doing it is
pretty clear.

Now, if it comes to teaching reading and let's say it really
isn't.all that clear that the technical basis for making sure that
a kid like this could read is established and the school system
he's going to is going to be sued successfully because they don't

doit, maybe the obvious response will be to say we won't accept
that as a function because the technical basis for achieving it isn't
as clear as in the case of getting rid of a contagious disease.

I would guess that being subject to penalty for not being able
to do something where you weren't clear about the technical basis
would lead to a rapid divestiture of that as an objective; that is,
the teaching of reading.

MR. HOGAN:

I think that's right, and that's what I meant when

I said if the lawsuit is based on statute and regulation, then
we'll get changes in those in order to accommodate reality.

If

it's based on the constitutional provision, we don't have that escape
available; and when you run into the major problems there is at
least the possibility we'll be sorry we ever brought it up.

QUESTION:

It strikes me, given that example, that that might be

avoiding change rather than accommodating to it.

I think it will

be exactly what happened in California, maybe for different reasons.
Political pressure builds up to limit the burden of the public role
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because they are not sure they can accommodate to the new demand.
I'm not sure that's an affirmative change.
be a negative change.

If it's a change, it may

We're not sure we can do it; therefore, we

are not going to try it at all.

MR. HOGAN:

Change is not an end in itself.

related to capabilities.

QUESTION:

It's got to be

I think that's what you're saying.

I'd like to return to the class action.

It seems to

me, even though it might have the effect as has been pointed out of
easing the problems or simplifying the litigation strategy, it raises
a whole new problem of remedy which might be just as difficult
as the money damage remedy that's envisioned in this suit.

As I

understand the idea, the court will decide the methods through
which the school will instruct pupils so that the defidiencies in
learning will not occur, which it seems to me that you're going to
be getting judges on ground that they will be just.as unlikely to
want to tread as taking the possibility of perhaps bankrupting school
districts through awarding money damages.

MR. HOGAN:

Well, you're right in the sense that the plaintiff

attorney in this kind of a suit has really a major problem in
enticing the judge to accept that kind of responsibility.

It's

a very great problem, a problem which Judge Freedman would say he
would find some reason to decline if he possibly could.

The class action thing, to the extent that it sharpens up
the characteristics of the deprived group, may limit that problem
to the judge more than if you present it to him in terms of the
difficulty a particular plaintiff faces.

Maybe not.

It depends

upon the facts.

QUESTION:

I think in passing the ESEA Title I, you had there

a class legislative proposal which might have dealt with this,
except that in its implementation it caused a debilitation in
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terms of reaching a solution by the question of concentration and

all these things, while even the initial report said that while
you may consider change of the system--the implementation or
administration of the system, you may not change the system.
must target.

You must go in.

You

So I think there was legislation

but it was debilitating legislation with regard to the solution.

The problem of administration of the law by ESEA Title I is a different kind of animal than the problem of administration of a court
decree.

The court sits there week in and week out and it gets all.

sorts of trials.

In the administrative process of this distribution

of money under ESEA Title I, you had the treatment by schools all
over the country of the money as essentially a kind of general aid,
but not specific categorical aid.

QUESTION:

It seems to me the class action, and especially

if you're talking in terms of declaratory judgment and specific
performance, may offer a possible solution in a way that the
greatest amount of introspection and analysis of the educational
process never can.

For instance, if we look at the case of the Philadelphia
complaint as well as most of the children who are academically
retarded in the schools, you find a common pattern of social
promotion.

Just this one example.

The calculated disregard of

educators for the problem of social promotion, however, creates an
educational problem because of the systemic nature, so that there is
no accountability and the fifth grade teacher who received John Doe,

who hasn't learned his alphabet but who has been promoted to the

fifth grade, is incapable of dealing with them and has the ready
made excuse of very limited control in terms of specific performance
of possibly saying to the system not to promote children until they
have achieved.

So that you intervene within the system itself and attack
many problems at their roots.

The disregard of the problem that's
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available to us as long as we don't have the element of compulsion,

actually creates many of the problems in a geometric sort of
fashion in terms of accountability at least.

MR. HOGAN:

Well, society has used the schools not only to

teach but also tc certify.

Now, the value of having a high school

education, to some extent, is dissipated because everybody goes
through it and because they go through it they have got a kind
of a semblance of certification, which is separated out from the
judgment or the ability to do the job, the kind of thing you're
talking about; and it may be that lawsuits will play a role in the
public colloquy, the public debate on the nature of education, to
sharpen it up.

QUESTION:

Well, I have a feeling that the lawsuit is, in

a sense, counterproductive.

I thought lawsuits might be a fruitful

way of getting action, but not this way.

For example, let's say I

have a child who comes home every day with homework and information
about a particular class or teacher that obviously can't be justified
under any known educational basis I have ever heard of.

So I might

start a lawsuit with regard to a particular subject on a much more
limited basis, not waiting 12 or 13 years to do something.

But

here, you've got the concrete evidence that in this course in biology
that she's taking this is what she's getting in class and so on and
so forth.

It seems to me that lawsuits might have some role in dealing
with a more limited and definable and clearcut factual basis of
/

teacher behavior for malpractice, but letting it go the lengths of
this lawsuit, it just didn't seem to me, in listening today, that it
was ever going to make the grade.

MR. HOGAN:
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Any other comments?

QUESTION:

I thought your comment, Mike, before was a very

challenging idea, about the public health official.
think it may be fruitful to think about that.

In fact, I

Suppose this were

a meeting of lawyers ad health officials and Susanne was up here
complaining about Peter Doe who has TB, and even though we know
that the health system ought to be able to eliminate TB in this

country, there still are large segments of minority poor people who
have TB in this country.

They are mad about that and they would like

to be cured.

I'm sure that the health officials would tell us that there

are conditions out there in the neighborhoods or there are
technological problems that make it impossible for us.

Even though

we describe this general ability to get rid of TB in the country,
we can't get rid of it for everybody.

Then, I think we ought to think about how do you feel about
that.

Should there be a system that nevertheless gives people a

right to go into hospitals or something when they get TB independently
of anybody's fault, if society has taken on this job of trying to
get rid of TB?

You might come back and say, "Yes, I like that idea.

We should have national health insurance to take care of these
people, but that's different from teaching reading."

I guess I feel that I'm pretty disappointed about the schools'
ability to justify their whole existence.

They are not willing to

say, "We take on the obligation of teaching reading.

I think that's

why the suit gets stuck in asking for minimums and that's why it
isn't capable in its present chavelopment to deal with the kid who

ought to be achieving terrifically, and I think that's a whole
different problem we haven't addressed at all.

But I think this is the

kind of thing we ought to be asking about it.

QUESTION:

Could I just add something to that in the same line.

We have been assuming--and I believe it's supportable by educational
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psychology--that part of the key to getting kids to learn is the
level of expectation.

It seems to me the same thing is translatable

to the school system as a whole.

Obviously, we don't want to

assign an impossible task that we know we could never realize.

On

the other hand, it seems to me, to get it to perform better you
have to expect it to do more than everybody would agree it can and
is doing.

It seems to me, again, we have to expect, within reason,

more than it is now accomplishing, perhaps more than it now has the
knowle-'3e and resources to accomplish in order for it to get those

resources and to acquire that knowledge.

That lops off areas of

impossibility which we're all worried about, but not areas of
possibility.

QUESTION:

I'm told there was an ancient society where the

doctors were punished if the patients died, the upshot being that
they stayed away from all the dangerous patients.

Editor's note:
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With that rhetorical question, the conference ended.
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SUMI.IARY

The
tions of

is a brief summary of the facts anJ leaat
-ter :232 v. San Francisco Unified School Disi_rict.

Ca ::svember 20, 1972, an action was filed in SLtn
Francisco S-2---or Court against the San Francisco Unified
School District and various other defendants by an eighteen
old graduate of one of the public high schools operated by Lh
school district. The complaint seeks in excess of one million
dollars in da7:.ages.
The facts are as follows:
TiIS PARTIES

The plaintiff. The plaintiff is an eighteen year old
His I.Q. as determined by the San Francisco School District is of normal ability. During the course of hi.s thirteen
years in the San Francisco public schools, he maintain-.d everan
grades, never encountered any serious disciplinary problems anr:,
maintained regular attendance. He advanced year by year through
the public school system until he was eventually awarded a high
school diploma. At various points throughout his school eare::his parents expressed concern over his apparent difficulty in
reading.
They were repeatedly assured that he Was reading at
the average level and had no special or unusual problems.
male.

Shortly after high school graduation, plaintiff was
examined by two private reailing specialists.
Both specialists
indicated that the plaintiff was reading at approximately the
fifth grade level. Since these tests, the plaintiff has engaged
in private reading tutoring and has made significant progress in
improving his reading level.
The defendants. The defendants are the San Francisco
Unified School District, its Board of Education and Superintendent
of Schools, the State Department of Education, its Board of
Education, and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The complaint also names one hundred DOE defendants alleged to 1):,
the agents or employees of the public agencies.

THE CLAIM
.The complaint contends that the plaintiff has been
depri ved o f an education in the basic skills of reading.and

writing as a result of the acts and omissions of the defendants.
Jt consists of nine separate and distinct legal grounds for th."!
school district's liability. These nine causes of action brew'.:
down, with so-.7.0 overlapping, into four general areas: negligense,
B-1

;,ntation, broach of statutory cut it's, .1nd con:,Litutir).
err' aThe sp:-cific
to education.
of

Ca,_:se of Action (general negligence) .

Tee fir,;t

cause of actin co: ends that the defendants, their agar is and
c:aplovees, should be held liable to the plaintiff in that
o provide the plaintiff with adequate instructo
acadens'ic
tion, guidance, counseling and/or supervision in
skills and further that they negligently failed to ascertain
accurate information as to plaintiff's educational progress and
abilities.
Second Cause of Action (misrepresentation). The scond
cause of action contends that the defendants, their agents and
employees, falsely represented to the plaintiff's parents that e
was performing at or near.grade level in reading and writing and
was not in any need of special or remedial assistances whereas t'1e
Plaintiff was, in fact, performing drastically below grade level
and in great and severe need of special assistance.
Third Cause of Action (breach of statutory duty). The
third cause of action contends that defendants, their .agents and
employees, violated relevant provisions of the California Education Code charging school authorities with the duty of keeping
parents accurately advised as to the educational progress of their
children, and that without Such accurate information, plaintiff's
parents were unable:to take any action. to protect their minor
son from the harm suffered.
Fourth Cause of Action (breach of statutory duty). The
fourth cause of action contends that the defendants, their agents
and employees, violated relevant provisions of the California
Constitution and Education Code charging defendants with the dutv
to educate Plaintiff and other students with basic skills of
reading and writing.
1

Fifth Cause of Action (breach of statutory duty). The
fifth cause of action contends that the defendants, their agents
and employees, violated relevant provisions of the California
Education Code providing that no pupil shall receive a diploma
of graduation from high school without meeting minimum standards
of proficiency in basic academic skills.
The
Sixth Cause of Action (breach of statutory duty) .
sixth cause of action contends that the defendants,.their agent :t:
and employees, violated provisions of the California F;ducation
Code requiring inspection and revision of. currieulur4 and oPerati--

of the schools to prm
oote the education of pupils enrolled therei.
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5;cArntill Case of ictien (:,reach
C:

1:

o'

tz',Lutory d _:

i

.

a::tion contelz.h; thaL

violated relevat provisions of th,of

school districts to design th.::
7.ie.n to :Ief:t the needs of the individual pupils.

Th
Ei.7;hth Case of Action (breach of statutory duty).
eighth cas-,,2, of action contends that the State Board of Educaton
their agents ,-nd employees, failed to properly discharg,:! its
statutory duties including promulgating minimum course of instru:-tion to meet needs of pupils, minimum standards of proficiency
for graduation from high school and administration and supervision of the educational system in California.

Ninth Cause of Action _(constitutional duties)
The
ninth cause of action contends by the acts and omissions of th
defendants, their agents and employees, the plaintiff has
deprived of an education, guaranteed by the United States Consttution, the laws and constitution of the State of California.
.

THE DA'2.1..AGES

The complaint contends that as a result of the acts
and omissions of the defendants, the plaintiff has suffered a
loss of earning capacity by his limited ability to read and write.
It contends that the plaintiff is unqualified from any employment other than the most demeaning, unskilled, low paid, manual
labor which requires little or no ability to read or write. It
is further alleged that as a result of the acts and omissions of
the defendants, the plaintiff has suffered mental distress, pain
and suffering, and that said injuries and damage will result in
his general damage in the sum of $500;000. The complaint asks
that punitive damages of $500,000 be assessed against the defendants in addition to general damages and the costs of private
reading tutoring and court costs.
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FUTURE NEWS EVENT

LAFAYETTE SCHOOL BOARD GUILTY OF FRAUD
The Supreme Court today refused to hear an appeal from the Third -Circuit Court in the case of John Brockman ss.
The LaFayette Board of Education.
The case concerned the fact that while Brockman, 19, received a diploma from the LaFayette High School, he could
only read at a seventh grade level.
His lawyers argued that the school system thus failed in its obligation to provide him with the learning skills they inr
ply he received by awarding the diploma.

Judge Harold K. Smith commented, "This case could never have conic to trial without the precedent set in the
Marjorie Webster case of 1969, where the student was defined as a consumer for the first time. The implications for our
system of education are profound."
The Appellate Court ruled in favor of Brockman over a year ago in a landmark case. The Brockman case is considered
to he a direct result of the Webster case of 1969 where the Court ruled that it was valid to apply anti-trust laws to ethic&
lion. At that time, it was felt by many that a new era was dawning and that the implications of that decision would affect the course of education for many years to come.

Questions Addressed to Respondents

I. What is the earliest possible date by which this event could occur?
2. What is the most probable case advanced by the plaintiff?
3. What is the most probable defense the defendant would-bring to bear?

4. From your knowledge base, what implications do you see this case having for the future of education in our country'
5. Could the effects of this case occur without this case or one of its genre going through the judicial process?

6. What types of legislative and judicial events would follow after the event and in what time frame on the Federal level?
7. If you see the event as beneficial to society, what lines of approach might disaffected groups of society pursue to help
bring about the occurrence of the event sooner than you conjectured?
If you see this type of case as threatening to society, what events might legislators/education officials bring to bear to
forestall this case?
8. General comments:
Webster case?

What other intriguing possibilities do you see as potential issues stemming from the Majorie

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
I .

I
.

WI lid

is the earliest possible (bile by which event could occur?
80% rib icspondents si-r till, ease arising and succeeding in 5 years.

.. lost probAlr rase advAnurd by Ili' pktiotiff?
3.

Cause of at-lion -itegligencc: implied contract
Defense!
Nn contract : education not -commerce -.. cont ributory. negligence: assumption of risk., no guarantee: no warranty:

common practice: -I can't think of one that will stand up.I.

bnplicat ions ()I' case for the future of cdcuation in U.S.?
-Alternative private schools: performance criteria; fascism; community goal setting: taxpayers' suits: cod or non-

5.

Could the effects cif this case occur without such a case.going through the judicial process?
-90% yes --through legislation.
What types of legislative and judicial events would follow?
mandated quality of education: immunity from such suits: performance contracting: teacher organizations seeking immunity for members.
Is the es-at beneficial or threatening to society?
--80% sec as beneficial to society.
What other intriguing possibilities arc seen?
-85% sec increase in the quality of education.

.

profit corruption told& poor work..

,

.
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8.
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WHO PARTICIPATES:

I

,:or each issue addressed in this series,- 200 individuals are invited to act as responthinis. At least 90% or those men have
been Ii tined in Iaw. 11rbile a significant percentage are private pntcticing attornYs, the others are:Chief state schoiil officers; 1Vgislators in state & federal offices, house counsel for major educa-

Corporation, .Deans of law schools, counsel for relevant public and private agncics.
'We have directed ,Our attention to.men ti tined iii Liw because they ;ire the very :tudience with resources 10 instigate ac
lion.

'4
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WHAT IS THE EDUCATIONAL POLICY RESEARCH
CENTER _A SYRACUSE:

The EPIt.C. was founded in 1967 with funds provided by
the U.S. Office-of Edm%ition on an annual basis: Its pur
pose is to define alld, assess altertuttive policies for education %vial :in emphasis on the future consequences of pres
tilt polic'y options. Three major research projects are post-.
secondary education alternatives, 1. 1 `.2 alternatives, and
long-term policy planning. The Center was established in
cooperation with the Sch(`)01 of Education and the 11Iax%vil Graduate Sc
of Citizenship and Public Affttirs -of
Syr:tense IhtierSity, .1111(i isadMinisteied by the Syracuse
University Research-Corporation. The (:enter consists of
about twenty researcIter;, draN%-ti from governin.ental and
educational organizations, and ,lrom professors :Mt! graduate students at Syracuse University. Its roCIIS'oil the future
of edtte.,itiota has required the Center to employ both tnali
tional not ticAvresearelt tools, :ttul to iii upon a wide
mote of experienee and training in prztclical affairs and
actttleniie disciplines. The',C.enter's emphasis on policy re
'search has led to an expanding dial(igue be t%veen its staff
lout the .,MthOrities anti ptiblics of edneati(M.in order to re
lilt its 'policy analysis to pro bleilis in ethicati(ntal policy
formulation. and planning.

11'11Y WE ARE ENGAGED IN Ti IE SERIES

The Educational Policy Research Center at Syracuse has.
in the past three years, developed Material that helps 'clari
fy and. place in perspective emerging issues that face the
United Slates and are the citneerns of this dec:tde. The
Center works to identify the dimetisions of change in the
many sectors of society and the impact of those changing s
realities 00 education.
'this series attempts to translate Center research topics into
Specific legal issues that arc worthy of exploration --issues
that point up inequities in service or reseal policy :therna
tives..
One of the Pritite forces of social Modificttion and change
has been the effect of precedent case' law. The events in
this series act to focus attention on emerging. issues :old
through,them,deliver reasonable alternatives for policy at
the federal leVeL Nlany of -the issues in thisseries do not
belong.in the courts: l'hey: art the:concerns of the legisla
ture. But ofteu..citizens'demand action -faster . than:c:in be
met:through the political arena.The.cases and the analysis
of them help speed the process of identification 'and hope
fully redirect our federal policy agendas.
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LAFAYEITE SCHOOL BOARD (GUILTY OF FRAUI)

Thc Suputne Court today refused- to hear an appeal
limn the 'I hird Circuit Court in thc- case of John Brockman vs.-The LaFayoti Board of Education.
The ease concerned the fact_ that while Brockman, 19,
riceivcd a diploma froth the LaFayette HighiSchool, he
could only. read at a seventh grade level.
lawyers argued that the school.system thus failed in
its obligation to provide him with the learning skills they
imply he received by awarding the diploma.
November 1970
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Court (ICCIS1011 will force Icgislati%e

ALBANY (SURC)

A New York State Supreme Cum

judge in Albany ruled today that the state must suppc
equally all students attending any public or private
lion of higher learning in the state. In the. ruling. unequal
support based upon the institution an individual attends.
was declared unconstitutional, and the existing system has
charged with creating a classification -which constitutes
an invidious discrimination cicaely denying equal muter
lion under the laW" . . .
June '1971

9

linsoi.F.Ty.D. EXPERT ELIGIBLE FOR SOCIAL SEC:URtTY BENEFITS!'
Appeal Filed!!
PHILADELPHIA (SURC) -- The United States District
Court in Philadelphia. ruled today thaf,Johh Aerosmith,an
unemployed aerospace engineer; is eligible to :receive adVances. eic.-from the social security trust fund.
.Attorneys for the government have appealed to the United States CirCuii. Court of Appeals', and have indicated
that, if the decision of the lower court is upheld, they will
appeal to the Supreme Court . , .
April 1971.

4

STATE UNIVERSITY'. FOUND NEGI.K.;ENT:
Guilty of exceeding statutory authority
ALBANY (SURC) --- .\ New YOrk State Supreme Cuurt

judge in Alhany ruled today that the State University of
New York had clearly exceeded its statutory authurit
der the New York Education Lass', by offering Curricula in
excess of public demand at the expense of private institu-

tions, and that their activities bordered on negligence.
Judge S.B. Schroeder'S ruling, directed to SUNY's Board'
of Trustees, ordered an immediate end. lit any curriculum
offered which placed the state-supported campuses in direct' competition with private colleges and tinivrsi,
where no real need exists
July 1971
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Vol. 4,
Volume'. Make checks payable to Syracuse University Research Corporation.
1 would .be interested in seeing the results of a similar inquiry looking at the possible issue

I think the
would look favorably on supporting continued work in this area..
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